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Introduction. 
Concerning the importance of the study of city 
government, Mr. B.P.DeWitt, Author of ttThe Progressive 
Movement", writes: ttNo :proof is required today to sup-
:port the claim that the city is as important in our 
~olitical life as the nation or state. Indeed, it 
, 
would not be im:poasible .to su:p:port the thesis that the· 
city is the ·:most im:portant of our :politica+ divisions. 
At ~resent nearly one tenth of the entire po:pulation 
of the country lives in the three cities, New York, 
' 
Chicago, and Philh.del:phia. In 1910 the percentage of 
the ~otai :population residing in cities of 2,500 and 
over was 46.3. But it is not alone the size or the 
number of cities that makes them worthy of attention. 
They are especially important because they vitally 
'* . touch and affect the life of every citizen. Where 
the average citizen comes in contact with the state or 
national goverrunent at one :point he comes in contact 
with the city at a hundred. Whether ·water is ~ure or 
impure, whether milk is adulterated or unadulterated, 
whether f~rea are few or many, whether air is fresh 
and clear or laden with soot and smoke, whether citizens 
are hap:py or unhappy, whether they live or die-· the city 
largely determines. Every seoond individual passes his 
life in the city. It is literally startlingly true that 
the city is the hop~ of democracy. It may not ~e true 
that all will prosper, if the city prospers. But it is 
certainly true that.if the city fails, all will fail with 
it!' 
And:. ~gain, he says: "Practically every fundamental 
. problem that arises in the.city, arises in the larger 
political d~viaions; and because of the smaller extent of 
the former and its more direct contact with its citizen11, 
each problem is a~t to be more definite and more easily 
IV 
recognizable. In working out the relation of, the govern-
ment to :public utilities, in ex.:perimenting with new and 
simpler struqturea of government, in reducd'ng· the size of 
. the ballots, in fixing the ex.tent and methods of socializa-
tion of governments cities are meeting and solving problems 
which the state and nation must also faae. The city is 
the workshop, the experiment station of democracy." 
These facts and the notorious one that American 
Cities are :poorly governed, and as yet no thoroughly suoess-
+ 
ful method has been determined.for their government, fur-
niah the exciting stimulus for my thesis. In this thesis 
I expect to give a bri~f aocount of the genesis of.City 
Governments, their relation to the federal constitution 
and.their failure on that accou:n:tto meet the social demands. 
I wish also to diacussthe different reforms now being inati-, 
tuted and ~erhaps some others needed, and lastly I wish to 
:place these reforms on a sound social basis, with the 
means of bringing them about grounded on the working 
:princi:ples of Public Opinion, which in the OJ!inion of 
Mr. Oooley1 is Demoo~acy. 
1- "Social Organization~ page 86. 
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O~AP';['~R I 
GENESIS OF CITY GOVER1Th1ENT 
At the time of the formation of the constitution 
cities were a negligible quantity in Ameri~an life. As 
shown in the first cens.us, that of.1790, they contained only 
3.35 :percent of the :po:pula~ion. Government of all kinds 
undar democracy was at that time an ex:periment, and natur-
ally Americans experimented with the federal government first 
The results obtained at the·laboratory at J?hilidelphia in 
1787 were highly satisfactory to those in :poli.tical :prepond-
erance at the time, viz, the individualist.eoonomia interests 
It is only natural that these same ·:pro~agandists should max-
imize the excellence of this form and impose it upon the 
city governments~ 
In his book, "The Economic Interpretation of the Oon-
sti tution 11 \rr. Chas. A. Beard of the University of Oo~umbia., 
oomea to the conclusion that "The constitution was not· oreat-
ed by 'the whole people' as the jurists have said; neither 
was it created by the states as Southern nullifiers long 
contended; but it was the work of a consolidated gr9u~ whose 
interests knew no state bounderies and were truly national 
in their scope."2 "The mov~ment .for the constitution of the 
United States was originated and carried through princi~ally 




affected by the Articles of Confederation; money,:public 
securities, manufactures, and trade and shipping ••...•. 
The )ro:Perty-less masses under the prevailing suffrage 
qualification were excluded at the outset from pa.rtia_i:pation 
in the work of framing the.Constitution. The members o~ 
the Philidel:phia. Convention which drafted the Constitution 
were, with· few exceptions immediately, directly, and pe1'1son~ 
ally interested in and derived economic advantage from the 
establishment of .. ·the new s:rstem". 
What made-it possible for the interests to uput over" 
such a document ·in the 'firs·t :Place, was, according to Mr. 
Croly, and Mr~ ~eardJ that they were organized and economic-
ally interested while the great ma~jori ty, who were o:pposed ·to .. 
the Constitution were not combined, had no adeg_uate.means of 
communication, and could not form a working public sentiment 
to o~erate against the system. What ke:pt the Constitution 
in :powere once it had been ratified , was the almost im:poas-
role means of amendrn.ent coupled with the fact that the system 
was based on individualist economic interests and at that time 
there was a great su~ply of that kind ~f oportunities. What 
made the Constitution look like a democratic document, and 
really operate like an aristocracy was the intricate system of 
the bala.nce of :powers, and checking of povyers ,- worked out ·by ~~­
the Convention. 
Mr. Croly describes this system of checks and balances 
as "a system of government which was so com:pletely checked 
that it lost all b~lance. It became an indescriminate 
mass of sticky matter which marel;y clogged the movements 
of eve!y living ~odi entangled in its midst, and which 
exhibited a happy combination of uneasiness in its ~arts 
and immobility as a wholen. In the a~~lication of this 
system to the state governments Mr. Oroly says+ "At the 
outset, the legislatu1")es -vvere in -theory and :practice the 
moat powerful de:partment.of government. 11 However we 
find that with the advent of the. constitution distrust 
i 
of these bodies ·becomes very ~revalent. 
"This distrust of the state legislatures resulted. 
in ·the strengthening of the e.x.ecuti ve veto~, and in, :po:pula.r 
aQJJ.Uiescence to the gradu·al ex-tension of judicial su:pervis-
ion over legislation. The legislatures were not consid-
ered oompetant to govern themselves, but were fully comp-
etant to :prescri,be most exactly and completely the behav-
ior of the executive authority. The executive.was not 
oompetant to initiate la.vrn or to appoint his own subordin_. 
ates without legislative assent, but he was competant to 
veto a .. law after it had 'been :passed. Judges who were 
considered wise and just enough to ex~roise the :power not 
granted to any European judges of invalidating statutes 
were usually considered inoom:petant to determine the :pro-
oeedure which aught to be used in their own court rooms • 
. . • • • Yet if the same juclge were transferred by an a:p:pell-
ate court,, his authorit~r became so magnified that he could 
l- 11Progressive Democracy" :page 248. 
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on the most trivial grounds upset the findings of a·trial 
court 11 The same system was used in city governments~ 
Mr. Crol;y1says: 11 In diyiding the government against 
its elf by such high and rigid barriers, an equally substan-
tial barrier was raised against the exercise of the people 
of any easy and sufficient control of their gov~~meht ..••• 
It was and organization of obstaJles and 1n.,eaumptions-
·based at bottom on a :profound suspicion of' human nature. n 
4 
"In theory ·the fundamental law should have been mo re complete-
ly the :peoples' law than were the·state constitutions, because. 
it represented the popular will in its national integrity; but 
in :prac.::tice the peo:Ple have never had very much to say about it. 
It was framed by a convention, the members of which were never 
expressly elected for the :purpose by popular vote.. It waa 
ratified, not directly by the electorate, but by a conventio·n 
which often re~rasented only a small minority even of the leg-
a~ly qualified vot,ers. u2 After it was installed, ·because it 
was in a measure successful for everybody, and es~ecially 
successful for its personal-~roperty-owning instigators, it 
became, and in a measure remains the idol of American worshi~. 
The original states ~aterned after it, the.new states 
as they came in paterned after it and existing cities togeth-
er with 'the new·towns, which rapidly s:prang into IJrominence and 
grew into gr .~at cities, copied it in the minutest1 detail. Mr. 
DeWitt says that the mistake that the people made in imitating 
1-"Progressive Democracy 11 , 11age 40. 
2-,,Progressive Democracy", :page 43. 
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the forms of the federal constitution in municipal govern-
ment was in sup:posing that a. form that worked in a nation 
would necessarily work· well. in a smaller group- the city. 
This distinction may be all right, ·but the facts. of the matter 
are, they did not· even wait to see whether or not the plan 
would work well in the nation. Nearly all the states adopt-• ' ed constitutions imJ;>osing on c,i·ties an executiv~ wi·th a leg-
islative veto,. a ba-oameral legislative chamber with execu-
tive functions, over all of which was a judiciary capable of 
annulling every a.ct-- 1 counter-:p2 .. rts of the federal government . 
. Cities grew and ~rospered7 
no·t because of, but in s:pi te of) the form of government.· The 
econoraic conditions were very favorable and :pro si>eri ty in a 
moderate degree resulted in general and to an exalted degree. 
in p~rticular, until in recent times the most of these econom-
ic cg:>ortuni ties are exhausted .• Now, we have to look to ef-
ficient and scientific methods to :p:rod.uce .prosperity. The 
instigation of such methods as separate non-partis~n eleotionsJ 
Austration ballot, cha,ngc of general form from mayor-bi-cam-
eral council form to commission form or the business manag-
er J?lan, city authonomy and effioieri.t methods, ·are ·doing 
much to change the status of cities. It is ho11ed that the~r 
will have the effect to change the national govarnmant, for 
then ue 'irould. haYe '-'-- :Plan coming out of the experiences of 
smaller grou:ps and embodying the needs of all alases, not 




Before the cities can }.)rogress very far in their 
attem:pts for bette1~ government they must ·be freed r·:rorn the 
blighting influence of control };ly the state legislature. 
This has not been accomplished as yet i:n every stat.e,. how-
ever there e .. :re twel v-e sta:t.es vrhich have · grc;,nt.~cl their cities· 
th~~ right of limited home rule. rv1any others have sti:pula"'.:'~- .' 
. 1 '" 
tions in their constitutions forbidding special legislation 
fo1:i any one of the cities and. some others are q_ui te liberal 
in their grants of ].)Owers to the :progressive munioi:palities. 
However the q,uestion of home rule is one that must be .settled 
in each case before much progress can be made. Unfortunate-
ly it is a question of great enough magnitude to furnish mat-
erial for a thesis ~Y itself, and I merely mention it ~ecause 
of its im:vortance prior to any attem11t at refo:rm. 1 
~~he Comm:ia slon· Plan.-
In any d.iscussion, at the present, of municipal reform, 
the one question which seems to take and hold theforemost 
:posi tio:n ·is ·the Comm:ialion Plan. It is being discussed every-
where and also ad_o}!ted. g_ui-te generally. One naturally a~ka 
th€ y_uestions; why is all this turning away from the time hon-
• q 
ored Federal Plan?, has it proved unsatisfactory?, if so, why 
so?, what is there about the Commission ~lan which commends it 
to so many cities?, has it a better !oundation on the source of 
nolitical strength of democracy than the old plan had? 
1- Further reasons for home rule will be given in the chapter 
HPublic 0])inion 11 
In the first ]?lace one does not have to resort to 
statistics, or to· call in government ex};)erts to know that 
our cities are J?Oorly managed. One ha.s only to go to the 
, oi ty wster faucet and find instead. of a source ot human life 
a culture for all other kind.s with an extra amount of miner-
al ~atter(aa in Wiohita} or just plain dirt (as in Welling-
ton or Lawrence) thrown in for good measure. One has only 
to try to ride on a street--car or talk over a·telephone to 
know that poor business management has been pu~aued. One 
can fine nearly eYerywhere examples of :pav-ement graft. On 
one ~art of a city one finds foul, filthy alleys, congest-
8d business and tenement d.i stricts, no light a, :pavements or 
sidewalks, while other sections are well lighted and well 
kept and well paved. Lawlessriess, last of all, everywhere 
. s"ta.res one in the face. A gle.nce at the tax lists, accord-
ing to Tom Johnson writing in his book, "My Sto~y 11 , will 
find the small house holriers :paying much larger taxes :pro-
~ortionally to the value of property than their richer 
neighbors 01" the great business cor:porations. These exam-
J.)les and me .. ny others of 1100.1'> government are. nearly all :pre-
valent, in our cities --- not alone the ~roung cities which 
have not ·been in existance long enough to for1m a self-con-
ociousness 1 ·but in the ·old.est ci ti en in the nation --- and 
there is small wonder that there is a. turning away from a 
system which gets such results . 
.. Pres~nt_day_writers are unanimous in the verdict 
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the.t there is nothing a.:pproching ·business organization or bus-
iness tactics in our city govarnments. In comparing the 
Corr:mission }.,arm with the old nohecks and Balances typen Mr. 
DeWitt says1 : "There is a closer analogy ·between the manage-
ment of a oi ty and a business corporation than there is ~e­
tween the management of a city and of a.nation or state. 
City ad.ministration is largely a business :problem and must 
a.clo:pt the methods ·or business; and. just as iany large busi-
ness corpo!'ation would fail if the concluot of its affairs 
were intrusted to a number of individuals ar groups of indi-
viduals for the express J?Ur:pose of having ;.acme check others, 
so city business has failed ·because state legislatures have 
~ntrusted ]he adriiinistra~j_on of the affairs of the cities to 
various bodies that could not agree and were meut not to a-
gree on a plan of action. u 
"T'l'.ie most serious :practical defect of this tQhecke and 
Balances' type of city charter is the divorcement of author-
ity from res~cinsibility. Thia defect manifests itself in at 
least two ways. In the first ~lace, und~r the old type of 
city government, it is almost im:possi-ble to. fix res:ponsi·bili't:' 
ty with certainty. If, for example, a great fire breaks 
out in a city and an attem:pt ia made to fasten the ·blame UJ_lon 
the mayor, he may with some degree of })laU.sibili ty say that 
ha could not :prevent fires because he was not gtYen suffic-
ient money ·by the city council to su:p:ply sufficient fire a:p:p-. 
aratus. 
1-" The Progressive Movementtt,page 303. 
In the second 11lace, the aeve1,,ance of res:ponai-
,bili ty from authority .Places a.n executive or an ad!fdn-
istrator in the ~osition of being forced to ask the 
council to :pass ordina.nces regulating matters concern-
ing which the e.xecuti ve knows everything and. the ooun-
oil knows nothing.n 
uAt :present our administration is organized ohief ly 
so that the ex.eouti ve shall not ·be :permitted to do much 
good for fear that he will do much harm 11 ~ The following 
article was taken from a recent issue of· the Kansas City 
Star: ttThe failure of the ward form of government was 
described yesterday at the luncheon of the Kansas City Traf-
fie Club at the Hotel Baltimore. Fred C. Trigg of the 
Star ....• a:poke. 1 The trou·ble with the wa.1.,d form of gov-
ernment~ Mr. Trigg said, 'Is that, while a city wants -but 
little in the way of legislation and a great deal in the 
way of getting things done) the system was devised with the 
idea ot getting a great deal of legislation and no work.' 
"It is quite remarkable~11'the speak~r said "Th~t 
while the principal business of the city is to ~uild streets 
and. ke.ep them clean' to give peo:ple light and water' to :pro-
tect the :public health and :preserve the :peace, not.one of 
all the men.elected to the city government is res:Ponsible 
for doing any of these things. 
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HThe })resent ward form~ Mr. Trigg said, 'Does not in-
volve the idea of doing the· thing required--it merely provides 
1-"Progresaive Democraayn, Croly, :page 
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for legislating about the thing. There is no :proviasion 
in the system, so far as men are elected are concerned, for 
fixing a hole in the street.' There can be no such thing 
as efficient government unless there is fixed res:ponsibility 
on the :part of those elected to get good government. 11 
S:peaking of executive responsibility, Mr. Gilbert 
sa.yal: ttThere is no more valuable safeguard against mal-ad-
ministration, no mo~e effective method of bringing the search-
light of criticism to bear on the action or inaction of the 
executive government and its subordinates.it When a system is 
in operation as the ward system is, ·which allows shifting of 
l''es1)Qnsi,bili ty, there can ,be little ho:pe of ·bet·ter administra-
tion. At :present if a question is raised, such as the fire 
extin·ction I>ro·blem above mentioned, the mayo.r lays the fault 
at the door of the council, the c9uncil shifts it again to the 
factions within the many membered body. 
The Commission Form of city government removes these 
weaknesses by concentrating in one ~~ard all administrative 
and legislative :I>C:1wers. In other words· the :plan is ana.la-
gous to the English Cabinet system, differing only in the I>Oint 
that the Cabinet is one mo.re degree removed from the i:>eople 
than the Commission. The latter is held resp6nsible through 
the recall, to the I>SO~le; and the former is responsible to 
the Parliament and indireotly to the i:>eople. The :plans are 
alike in that they beoome legislative and executive funotions, 
both being small ,bod.ies having informal meetings where business 
1-"Ministers and Cabinets" 
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can .be performed expeditimualy. Each man is at the head 
of a department or grou~ of departments and is directly res-
:ponsi ble. ·There is no duc~ing •. When the Englich naval 
operations on the Gallipoli Peninsula fail through blunders 
Winstmn Churchill gets a chance to resign. When the Wichita 
polic~.become do corrupt that they can rio longer be tolerated 
. Mayor Graham is recalled. Mr. Munro says1 : "It might almost 
be laid down as an axiom deducable from Ameri.can municipal ex-
perience that the smaller ~n elective body, the more thorough it~ 
accountability to the electorate l' :'. 
Another :point where the commiasion ty];le differs from the · 
uchecks and Balances ":plan and in which all corinnission fo.rms a-
gree is the manner of electing commissioners. "Under the old 
:Pan" says Mr. DeWitt2 "Each section or ward was given aeperate 
re:presentation in the city council, while under the connnission 
form the members.of the commission are elected from the city at 
large. Election at large is an almost unqualified improvement. 
overward re:presenta.tion. 11 
About the "Sc<mtin de ·Lists" and nS?rutin d' arondis.aement" · 
in his ori ·tic ism of the corres:ponding systems Professor Dugui t of 
the University of Bordeaux. says that the scrrutin de lists (e.lect-
ion at la1.,ge) harmonizes better than the scrutin 
1-"The Government of American Oit±ea", Page 311. 
2- "The Progressive Movement", :page 305. 
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~ ::- d' arondissement with the theory of representation, Vihich 
is that the delegates chosen should represent the city or 
nation as a ·whole, not as a single unit. He also says that 
the "Soiro tin d' a.rondissement n facili ta tea corru:ption through 
the temptation which it affords candidates to make to voters 
~ }.)romisea of faYors, a:p:pointments and decorations and that the 
prevailing system augments materially the more or less quest-
ionable influence which the government is able to ·bring to bear 
in the election. Moreover in the United States, the system 
of logrolling, that is-- ,bargaining among oouncelors or 
legislators for each others support adds to the spuriou~neas 
of the system, and takes away all semblance of representation 
of the public mind in the proceedings. 
The Commission form of government found its birthplace 
in Galveston, Texas imme4iately after the great storm and 
flood in 1900. The city had been poorly. managed and the de•. 
vastation was all -Out complete. "The old council f'orm of 
government, ineffective even under normal conditions, was 
utterly unable to meet the situation. To save the al. ty 
from complete ruin and to effect its rehabilitation as 
speedily aa posible, an:,a:pi:>eal was made to the governor . ', . 
an~ the legislature of the state to grant a charter :pro.~ 
viding for an emergency ·board of five men to be a:ppointed 
·oy the govenor, and to have com:plete control overthe city 
(laterthe i:>lan of appoin~ment by the govenor was changed 
so as to :provide for the election of ·the five commissioners 
by the oi tizens of Galveston. ) The Govenor and the state 
legislature consented mi in Se~tember, 1901, Galveston be--
gan its career as the first commission governed city in the 
country". 1 
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The l>lan was so successful that· Houston and Des Moine~, 
Io\va soon took u:p the ·:plan and imI>rov.ed upon it and :put it 
into operation. Everywhere it :Prooved eo far au:Perior to 
the old system that by 1914 nearly 400 American cities had 
ado:pted ·it. 
2 "Natura,.lly0 ·says Mr. DeWitt, "Tl1ere are almost as many 
variations in the ~rovisiona of the comniission charter as 
there are oi t;tea that have ado:gted ·them. ..In every case, how~ 
ever, no matter how much charters may diff'er as to the minor 
details they have certain fundamental features in common • 
. These features of commiss.ion charters are four: (1), Authority "--·•-.... -; ....... -.. 
_and rea:Ponaibil~ty are centralized. (2), The number of men 
in whom this authority and this res:Ponsi·bili ty are vested is 
small:. (5),. These few men are elected from the city at large 
and no-t? ·by wards or districts, (4), Each man is at the head 
of a single department. 
It may be noticed that these types are just the converse 
. of the ideas in the old federal :plan, whioh has no res:Po.nsibil-
ity, long lists of elective.officers, ward elections, and 
disregard of de:pa_rtmenta.l service. These being the short-
comings of the federal :plan, and the commission plan correcting 
1-"}Jrogressive Movement" DeWitt, :page 301. 
2- nprogreasi ve Movement u ,DeWitt, page --~02. 
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these. shortcomings, it is.small wonder that the commission 
plan is ~eing so generally accepted. 
The Commission Manager Plan. 
'. In spite of the fact that at ·the :present time nearly 
400 cities in forty states are o_:perating under this col11l~iss­
ion form, and in every case, where the :proposition has been 
given a fair trial, it has proved more satisfactory than the 
old_ federal system, th_erehave justly arisen many obj actions 
to the _:plan. It is designated as a "tranai tional form~11 
That is, it embodies the fund~mental :principles of· good city 
govex•11m.ent ·but it is not final. . It is the framework on 
which the final form of city :progreasiveism is to be attached. 
The :prinoil?a.l o·bjection is that it does not concentrate 
f 
authority.in the single head. The very principle on which 
the plan is baaed is concent~a.tion of authority. Of cnurae 
.there is nomfnally a mayor, but he is elected at the same 
ballot and in :precisely the .same way as the other commission-. 
era.. Consequently_ they do not take him serlliously. As a 
result we have ·a five or seven headed government running the 
business of the city. Quite f re,quently there is a great 
deal of frichion ·between these de:pa1-itments which, it is easy 
to see, do ea not add' to the efficiency in admini~t·ration. 
There sh.ould, at all hazards, be unity of action among these 
deJ?artmenta. A five headed council cannot give this unity. 
1- A :pamI?hlet :publised by Kansas Municipa.li ti ea and wri ten 
by Professor 0.A.Dykstra, University ·of Kansas. 
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The secmnd objection is that conunissioners elected 
by the ~eo:ple to ~ersonally administer the details of their 
deJ?artments are in p1.,actice not the most desirable for the · 
·office. Conu~issioners should be the beat public s:pirited 
business men, capable of giving general directions to ex-
:perts in charge of the administering of the se:perate funct-
ions, in accordance wij1h the :public o:pinion of the city 
· which they represent. These men should be of the ,beat type 
and above all· not :personally failures in but successes. · 
The saleriea offeeed to.commissioners who must give all of 
their time to the work is· not sufficient to attract men of 
this calibre. Few men are so :public s:piri ted as to do this: 
Man of the other tY.Pe a:e always waiting and they usually 
have the neacessary:political :pull. They are ready to step in-
to this im:portant office at any time. 
There are many objectiow to the commission form which 
are more or less pertinent. These two, however, ·because they 
are fund.Dmental in the workings of the system, show the main 
needs for change. 
This change has been suggested and is.actually being 
worked out in some thiry-eight of forty American cities in 
·the form of the commission manager :plan. This plan follows 
the commission form, but goes one step further in ~roviding 
for the a~ointment by the commission of a city ~usiness man-
ager. Thia officer is a trained expert, skilled in the 
administration of the details of city business. He holds his 
·I 
office indefinitely, that is, as long as he is e~fioient, 
but he is subject to recall by the council at any time. 
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He is ;paid a salery large enough to attract men of the best 
calibre and may be chosen from any part of the United States.· 
Uo looal residence clause restricts. 'He is responsible di~ 
rectly to the commission and the commission to the :peo:ple. 
He is always· in the :PUblic eye, so responsibility is con-
centrated. He a:p.Doints, dismisses, .Promotes or demotes all 
subordinates. Any failure in the city administration is 
attributed directly to him. Thus the first great objection 
to the commi sa·ion form is done away with. 
In the second J;>la.ce '· ·the business manager makee. such 
a·cha.nge in the work of the commission that the second object-
ion is eliminated. In this form the commission has no de-
tailed expert work to do. It is rep~onaible only for ~ol-
icies, md what little legislation that··1s nec~ss~ry for.a 
City.· The salary is no object in the choosing of these ~en. 
T.hey serve. only a small :part of their time ·and. are :Permitted 
to follow their own private occupatiom the rest of it. How-
ever they are compensated for what time they d.o spend. They 
are· chosen primarily for their public s~iritedness and amen-
ability to :public opinion. Thus the highest order of men in 
the city may be chosen to fill this office. 
That this :plan is a success may be infer~·dfrom the f'act 
- that it ·is theoretically correct and that in no instance where 
-Jfacts above stated taken from H.M:.Wa.i te' a article in 11Munioi'pal. 
Review", January, 1915. 
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it has ,be en tried has 1 t been given UJ;l. Nearly every oity 
using it is not only satisfied with the results obtained 
·but is trying to get other cities to ado:pt it. 
Manager H.1vi.Wai~, of- Dayton, Ohio, the largest city 
using the ~lan in the United States gives the following ac-
1 count of Dayton's ex:perience: nrmmediately after the Home 
Rule amendment was :Passed in Ohio the thinking men of Day-
ton worked out a ~lan. of action. The new charter was the 
result of their efforts. The charter comprises the ·basic 
form of organization used in all large business corporations. 
11Mr. Patterson, President of the National Cash Register 
, 
Corr11;>any, the ruling s:piri t ,. used the rule of five which he 
uses in all his organization charts-~- five conunissioners 
elected at large and non·-:partisan, and five de!)artments. The 
flood of Dayton aided in bringing the 11eo:ple together. Party 
linesw~re oblitenated. Five sound business men were elected 
as commissioners. They selected the manager. The manager 
·. selected the directors of these five departments. 
"In the months of June, July, August, Se:ptember and 
Octobar, the tdea.th rat'e of babies under one year has <been 
. 2 
reduced forty :percent over last year. One general, ·and 
two tuberculosis clinics have been established. School . ' 
o~ildren have ~een joined in a civic workers league and 
help to keep the city clean~ 
1- "National· Munici:pe.l Revievr" January 1915 
2-The new charter went into ou ... ' era~ion in Day+-on 1· n J l v an. 914. 
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"Any family, or neighborhood willing to clean u:p emp-
ty lots was aided by the city remo~ing the rubbish and :plow-
ing the lots. Four-hundred lots were cleaned and plowed, 
four-hundred dirty s:pots were tu~ned into four-hundred gar-
dens which furnish veg:· tables to four-hundred families. 
"The civic music league has been established; concerts 
hs..ve ·been given in comm.unity centers and chore.uses organized. 
A series of six concerts to be given by foremost orchestras 
and symphonies has been arranged for this winter, at a rate 
of three dollars and a half a season. Twenty-five hundred. 
sea ts, which is the ca:paci ty of the hall, have been sold. · 
"All the men are trained for the particular functions 
which they direct. I cannot tell you the :political fa·ith~ .. of 
the commissioners or the directors.· They were selected for 
their ability. There were no political debts to be paid. 
Our emergies have -Oeen expended on ~regressive and construct-
ive lines. We have not attempted the sensational. 
"Careful investigations have IJreceeded all new :plans. 
Expert engineers are advising us in the plans for development 
of .a com:prehensive sewer system. Ex.pert engine.era have ... invest-
igated and made reJ.)orts on the :proper distribution of the ci·ty . 
wastes. In ,a similar way, we have investigated crime and soc.~ 
ial conditions, :police am. fire de:partments, :parks and :playgrounds 
city :planning·, and grade elimination. 
11In our finance department our new accounting system 
is the same as would be found in any large business. Our 
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~udget is scientific. Every month the head of each depart-
ment receives a complete financial statement which shows the 
·original allowance; expenditures and ,balance in each account. 
We keep our expenditures inside our allowance. 
11 In August, we found that our estimated revinues_were 
too high. With our system of accounting, and budget, we 
were enabled in two days, to reduce the expenditures $45,000. 
and reorganize all work accordingly.I~ was customary to issue 
·bonds for current exI>ensea. This pratice has -Oeen stopped. 
We inherited a promisory note the first of the year for a 
hund.red and-twenty-five thousand dollars in the safety depart-
ment which was paid in February. 
ttAll ·current funds in the treasury have been :put into 
one ·.,:.: It has not been necessary to -borrow any a.ddi tional money 
on this note as we· will save $5009· •. oo in interest. 
chasing department will save $20,000 this year. 
"Every department has the unit cost system. 
·,, 




"Police and fire drills have ·been enforced. Civil Service 
I 
records show merits and demerits .• The men are listed on the 
results of examination as well as ·by daily performences. 
"Policewomen are aiding in the handling of women dire-
lfcts and domestic troubles. 
"The organization is keyed up to :preventative methods .... 
"The fire department id continually making house to 
house inspections, reducing fire hazards. 
"Workhouse :prisioners are used on munici:pal im:prov-
ments, :parks, cleaning and repairing streets. 
"A minici:pal lod.ging house aha been established. 
The inmates. are worked one half day .• 
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ttAll philantro:r>io and city nursing has ·been combined 
into the welfare department, thus saving all du:plications of' 
effort. 
"District surgeons have ·been a.:p11ointed. Three :baby 
clinics and milk stations hav-e ··been established. 
"All these a.re factors in Dayton :progress during the 
past year--- a :progress that is real, substanoial and con-
tinually growing. 
Other oi ties make re1l0rts such as: S:pringfield---
floating debt ,$120 ,000 lic1uidated in two years; tax rates 
lowered.from $1.50 to $1.31 per $100 of evaluation; Jackson, 
Michigan--- outstanding indebtedness reduced $50,000 in 
1914. giving about $10,000 in additional services. Bonds 
have not ·been issued for current expe.nses; Mantistee, Mich-
igan--- bonded indebted.ness decreased by $14,000, operating 
expenses of :police, fire and water de:partments for 1914 show 
a decrease of $6,000, over :Previous year; ;tax rate reduced 
$7.43 :per $1,000 of evaluation; Amarillo, Texas,--- $20,000 
delinquent tax~s '00·11ected, no. money ,borrowed; La Grange, 
Oregon1--- floating indebtedness of $110,000 from 11revious 
ad:n1ini f-.rt.1 .. a.·t:tou redu_ced by half', tax rate remains' ·the aamel. 
1-Re:po rt to·, League o'f Kan·sas Muhioi:pali ties, by town :planning 
commitee. March, 1916. 
. ' 
In the same reJ?ort information to the effect that in 
the nine most important commission manager cities the gener-
al attitude of the citizens was favorable. In five of the 
ci ti13s the ooo:peration of the chambers of commerce and the 
citizens' organizations was very good. Two report a lack 
of aoo~eration. In one the commercial club is not active 
and the other organizations are, and in one no re~ort is made~ 
Laboring classes and socialists are hostile, usually, at first, 
but favorable after they have time to understand the 11lan. 
In replying to a ~uestion regarding t~e danger of the 
~oases controlling the co~nission manager type of city, Mr. 
Waite of Dayton says: nrf a I.lOli ti cal boss got hold of a 
commission manager form of government, he o.ould have a beau-
tiful time, but ha could not last long. He could not last 
long because there is no place to shift the responsibility, 
whim is the old game. If he actad as a manager, the ~eo­
:ple would demand tha·t he get out. They say that the city 
manager is a boss. He is in a way, of course, but he is a 
boss that is paid. He is before the public, not behind it. 
He is always before the public." 
These facts establish the excellence of the plan, at 
least as to the :practicability of it. I have made four 
gra.fs of city :plans. One shows the federal :plan with its 
sea. tt,ered powers and the checked aoti vi ty. It is not com-
plete because it does not show the conflict between the 
mayor ,~and the council which is one of the main objections to 
the system. Another shows the Dayton plan of commission 
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. /HE Co/V!MIS.SIOI)' PLAif 
THE PEOPLE 
Com miss io!'er oF 
Pvbh'e. Ser~;c;,e Moy or 
Commissioner 0 ..f 
P'-'M1'c. Sahly 
/rettsvrer 
'Thi~ 1$ a qraph o-F fhe Cornm15sion Plan, .sho~mg fh~ 
de- cenlraliz.oflon of ·Five-h~odedne.5.s of go vernmenf. 
Ccrn1T11s.scner or 
J-!e'1!+h and Parks. 
manager oity. The other ahowa the analogy of the manager 
:plan to the plan of a ,business organization. 
It may be noticed in each of these plans that there 
is minute organization for the carrying out of the :popular 
will, after it has been ex:pressed. Each one of these ~lane 
draws its ~ource of power from the PEOPLE, but there is no· 
organization by which the :people may form :public opinion and 
ex:preas it. This is the great work of democracy, and good 
as the city manager plan is, it is organized only half way.· 
The formation and means of ex:pression of :public opinion must 
be :provided for. 
The incorporation of public opinion into the plan of 
city" manager government does away with another objection. 
It is assumed in the commission manager plan that the object 
of oi ty governments and of business corporations are ·the same·. 
On a. little analysis. ·this assum:Ption is easily disproved. 
The object of a business organization is to make money. The 
object of city government should be to provide for the needs 
of the citizens, social, economic, moral and :physical needs. 
Its object is altruistic not egoistic. It is an organization 
:for mutual giving and ·taking, of serving and being served. In 
this 7ci ty government resembles the fami~y ... in its organization 
more than it does ~ business. The addition of public opinion . 
to the commission manager s:rstem supJ?lies the sou:}. the interest 
which makes the city a big FAMILY. 




$ 3,600. Hioory, N.C. 3,706 May, 1913. Morgantown, 11. C. 2, 712 May, 1913. Dayton, Ohio. 116,577 Jan., 1914. Springfield, Ohio. 46,921 Jan., 1914. Phoenix., Ariz. 11,134 Jan., 1914. LaGrand~, Or.egon. 4, 843 Jan, , _ 1914. Amarillo, Texas. 9,957 Jan., 1914. Cadalac, Mich. 8, 37 5 Jan., 1914. Manistee, l1ich. 12,381 A:pr., 1914. Mon·trose, Colo. 3,252 Jan., 1914. Taylor, Texas. 5_"314 A:pr .. ,. 1914. Denton, Texas. 4,?32 May, 1914. Collinsville, Okla. 1,324 Sept.,1914. Lakeland, Fla·. 3, 719 May, 1914. Big Ra:pids, Mich. 4,519 1914. Jackson, Mich. 31,433 Jan., 1915. Sherman, Texas 12,412 ·Apr., 1915. Bakersville, Cal.· 12, 727 A"JJP. , 1915. Beaufort, S.C. 2,486 Apr., 1915. Tyler, Texas. 10,400 A:pr., 1915. Newburg, N.Y. 27,805 Jan., 1916. Sandusky, Ohio. 19,989 Jan., 1916. Ashtabula, Ohio.· 18 ,266 Jan., 1916. Uiagra Falls, lT. Y. 30 ,445 Jan., 1916. Wheeling, W.Va. 41,641 Jan., 1917. Alpena, Mich. 12, 706 AJ)r. , 1916. San ta Barbara, Cal. 11 , 659 Jan. , 1916 . San Angelo, Texas 10,321 Apr., 1916. St.Augustine, Fla. 5,494 Apr., 1915. Westerville, Ohio 1,903 Jan., 1916. Elizabeth, N.C. 8,412 1915. Webster City, Va. 5,208 Jan., 1916. San Jose, Cal~ 28,946 July, 1916. Watertown, N.Y. 26,730 Jan., 1917. Portsmouth, Va. 33,190 Albion, M;i.ch 5, 833 
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a~ 2, ooo. 
~: 1, 800. 
Gayford C.Cuntruin 
Karl M. Mitchell 
Wallace Morgan_$ 3,000. 
Fred O. Alberts$ ·5,000. 
K.B.Ward ~ 3,600. 
J.W.Prine 9 2,500. 
O.A.Oarr ~ 5~000. 
R~y s .. Blenn $ 1,500. 
H.G.Vollmer 
Roland Remley 
F.H.Williams $ s,ooo. Peto sky, Mi oh. 4, 778 
Twenty..:.one other oi ties have added the ci tyT·~manager to modified forms of the com;.. ,_ mission or f·ederal plans. 
CHAPTER II'I 
Eublic -Opinion 'Formati0.~l'. 
"lfo thing is oo deadly as inertia.. The greatest obati-
ole to overcome in any fight in which fundimental moral issues 
are involved is not op:position, -but indifference·. n1 
11Publici ty must ·be given to the results obtained by the 
new government. We must obtain an efficient citizenship. 
Interest should -Oe maintained through the schools.· We need 
fewer elections, longer terms and thereby greater efficiency. 
The.commission manager form of governments oan ~e made a suo-
ceas. Its :pe~manency de:penda u:pon an intellegent. oi tizen-
· shi:p and their continued determination to kee:p :politics out of 
munioiJr9.l matters. n2 
Mr. Waite further expresses the opinion that the success 
of any form of government is nu I> to the people". The danger 
is and always has been that the peo:ple set U:P a new :plan and 
then stand off and say; nwp_at ·~eautiful thing it isn. Then 
down 1 t comes. The peo:ple do not stay under it. Practically·,,. 
every form of government that has ever been devised in .America 
has been successful for a time. Mr. Bryce says that the 
Alllerican people have an especial geni{us, for making plans 
work yet practically every :plan that has ever ·been tried for 
any length of time has ·been vitiated because the public is too 
much inclined to attend.to its own :private affairs and let the 
·government alone. 
1-uMy Story" ·by Tom Johnson. :page 115. 
2- "National Munici:pal Review", Jan., 1915. Manager Waite. 
Thus it can be seen that government must rest on the :peoJ;Jle. 
That is, it must -be based on :public opinion. America needs 
organization to kee:P up interest and to form :public opinion 
more than it does machinery to expreasit. 
But what is public opinion? 
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Although, theoretically and really, to a. great extent 
the government has always rested on :public o:pinion
1 
few peo-
.P le understand its workings, and still fewer governments have 
-been constructed so as to fully use its dynamic :power. In-
deed, very few scientists have an adequate knowledge of its 
nature or i>ower. It is to the social and :political world 
what electricity is to the mechanical--- a great unexplored 
field. To get any idea of its workings one must analyze 
sooiet~ itself, from which this :public o:pinion eminates. 
There have been many theories as to the nature of society. 
These have one ·by one broken down until the late nrndivid-
ualist Psychology Theory" crone on. 
"The analysis of the ai tuation 11 says Herbert Oroly, 2 
uwaa completely dominated :by the illusion of the :p~ysioal 
ind~viduality, and by the consequent necessity of merely 
inf ering the existance of other i.ndi vi duals from the test-
imonr of certain physical symptoms. Of course these indiv-
idualiat psychologists recognise the existanoe of social in-· 
stincts and emotions, but their generaL:::psyohological :pre-
sup:potiona did not permit them to attach much importance to 
suoh instincts. They never recognised the existance of so-
ciality as a :prime~ry psyohologicdl fact.· They never understood 
}-"American Commonwe~lth" Bryce T\ages 255 and 256. 1906 Ed. 2- "Prag. Dem. 11 n .195. ' · · .:t 
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ao.:nsoiouanesa is as much social· as it vvas individual. 11 
ifu~ther ~n Mr. Croly says1 : usociety is as real to 
certain of the idealists as were individuals, because the real-
ity of society was a neces·sary consequeno.e of individual moral 
needs. ·But it has ,been reserved for recent social :psy"chologis't,s 
to give a concrete account of the way social minds are formed 
and consequently to bring the idea of social mind into relat-
ion with the fundimenta.l idea of .society as a :proses a. 2 A 
society is not made up ·primarily of individuals. It is made 
u1r: of an innumerable number of small societies. Men and 
women become associated together for the accomplishment of an 
infinitely large and various number of pur:poses, and each of t 
these different associations constitutes a society whose real~ 
i ty is determined ·by the tenaoi ty and the saolle of the :PUr-
· pmses which have :prompted the association. Every church, 
every club, every :political and military organization, every 
labor union, every family, even every tempo~ary social gathering 
l- 11Progressi ve Democracy~• page 196. 
2-uorigan of Leadershi:ptt Mumford, Arner. Jour. of Soc.V.12.p.219. 
'By the· social process we mean the infra- and inter-grou:pal 
reciprocal activities of living organisms" 
'Sociology in its Psychological Aspects" ,Elwood, 1912 Edi ti on pl43. 
"Society is a mass of interactions, of interstimulations, 
. and responses, .between indi vidua.ls, not ha:phazard but reg-
ular, Coordinated and controlled,wor.king for the most :part 
towards de~inite ends and making social groups true funct-
iona.l unities, ruled by habit largely, ·but like all organic 
unities, undergoing adaptive changes which are themselves 
· regular and which, moreover, give rise to the more im~ortant 
socio-psyohical :phenomena. In other words, society or as~ 
sociations is a psychical process, that is a ~rocess immed-
iately made up of and ruled by psychic elements. such as 
impulse, instinct, habit, emotion, desire, seniation, imag-
in~tion ·and reason. " 
constitutes a society of its kind. As the work of social-
:fza tion i>rogresaes, these centers of association tend to ,become 
more numerous, more various and more significant, -but social-
ization none the leas does not consist merely in multi~lying. · 
and enlargang~ the machinery of association. These societies 
necessarily seek some form of mutual accomodation and adjust-
ment. They acquire joint· res:ponsibili ties and seek the rea..3: 
ization of common :pur~oses. Out of these joint res~onsibil~ 
i ties and common :pur1>0ses a social ideal gradually emerges. 
Society come to be conceived as a whole, with certain ~ermanent 
interes~ and needs, into which the different centers of assoc-
iation must be fitted. 
ncorrelati ve with this emergence of society as:,a whole, 
a different conce:ption of individuality also en mes to the sur-· 
face. From the point of view of social psychology the ind.iv-
idual merely in the sense of a man who inhabi·ts aJcertain body 
and poaseses a oe~tain continuity of organic sensations is 
largely an illusion." 
In this ex:po si ti on ·by Mr. Oroly we get the gist of the 
best and soundest social philosophy of the time, aa far as.I 
have ·been able to find it. Many of the great mistakes of 
democracy can be traced to this failure to grasp the.sig-
nificance of group life; and in the emphasis of the individ-
ual as the units of society. 
of aoci ety. 
The group is centainly the unit 
The most fundamental ·basis for the division of society 
· into grou:ps is the family basis. All through history 
the matter of blood relationship has been'· of great im-
·:portance in the determining of grou}! divisions. The fam-
ily is the ideal groupal unit of society. In it discuss-
iona are freer, cooperation completer and leadershi:p more 
definite than in· any other division. On it must rest the 
task of initiating and :peryetuating :PUbli~ opinion. In 
order to form larger groups the family grou:Pa unite, and 
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we are naturally inte.reated to know wh~t is the :Psychc>'logical 
~asia for this unity. 
r l 
Tn Mumfords 0 0rigen of Leadershi:p" we find; 11 When we 
begin to analyze the social :process we find two main divisions 
with which the socialogist is concerned. In the first plaoe1 
there are' the fundimental social forces--- impulses, instincts 
and interests---which are organized or expressed through this 
process. t; 
nT11ere are.certain functions, im:pulses, instincts and 
interests, such as the nutritive, re:producti ve, and :pro·tecti ve, 
which are essential to the life J_)rocess and common to all or-
ganic life and which in so far as they are realized through 
associative activity, constitute the rudimentary motor forces 
of the aocia.·l :prooess. n 
Thus we find that the instincts and interests which lead 
to the family groups are the same as lead ~o the larger group 
a.ssooia.tions. Of course under modern oity conditions the in-
stinota do not so obvi.oualy :play the :part in this interfaroily 
groupal status that the emotions and interests· do. Both 
1-"Amer. Jour. of Soc. n Vml.12. llP 219-220. 
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emotions and interests are ,based largely on activities-
prinoi:pally the most absorbing activities or occu:pationa. 
1 So we find the occupations the basis .of the fundimental group-
al relations. Naturally the trade or business or profession 
has the first centripital force. We have plumbers, bankers. 
or bar associations. Next the trades which have common inter-
ests form trade unions, the businesses form merchants' a.asocia-
tiona, commercial clubs, or chambers of coT!ll~erce, and the pro-
fessions also·unite. There may be any number of these larger 
groups---depending upon interests. Finally all groups unite 
/ 
in one or should do so, in the great common interest of all--
the government. This last step is the most difficult of ·all, 
for the natural tendency seems to ,be for one group to over-
ride others. The failure of the groups to tho~oughly under-
stand the significance of the common interest may be the cause 
of this difficulty, The tendency to emphasise differences, 
to contrast, and not to ascertain and enlarge u~on the like-
nesses, to compare1 haB been a great fault of American educat-
ion and thought. All classes and grou:ps have the great ·:Pulk, 
of interests in common, It is only the few minor ones, which 
have been enlarged. upon until they look like fundamentals 
whieh constmtute the marks of difference .-between the grouJ?s •. 
Mr. Baldwin in his nsocial and Ethical Interpretation" says 
that ones _interests, the things in life he wants, are the 
the right 
things which by the very same thought he allows others alsoAto 
want; and if he insi*ts u:pon the g~atification of his wants 
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~t the expense of the legitimate wants of others, then he 
in so far does violence to his sympathies and his sense of 
justice, and this in turn ·nmst im:pare his statifaotion. 
To facilitate the final cooperation and conjunction 
of these larger groups, and to eliminate the tendency for one 
group to im_pose u:pon the others, the great common interest 
must -be:: evolved. This wil~ ·be the opinion. 
Now that we have some idea of the constructions of 
society, we can further inquire into the meaning of public 
opinion. 
\ 
For an opinion to ·.be :Public it must -be shared ;by each 
of these grou:ps, or at least, subtracted from or added to 
·by ea.ch. Each group must have had a ~art in its formation. 
If one grou11 farms an opinion and .by .force; trickery, or other-
wise im:poses it upon the other grou:ps; age.inst their will, or 
wi thou:b their will, it will not ·be public o:pinion. If on the 
otherhand one group refuses:. to operate in the formation of the 
o:pinion, th at is, if it refus~es to lend its share in the mould-
ing ,by adding the advantage of its· :particular view :point, and . 
·then agreeing to abide by the decision of all, and this group 
is in thi.s respect is large enough to ·be coi:isidered, the op-
inion: obtained with out them cannot be J!Ublia:· o:pinj.on.i:· 
Take for instance the situatio11 in. Dayton, Ohio, The 
city is experiencing a crisi:s, a change of form of geovernment 
is just -being tried out. The functioning of :public opinion is 
almost im:perative to make the new form a success. Ev~ry con-
siderable grou:p must feel t.hat it has its })art to :play in 
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initiating its :particular o:piniona in the government. How-
ever, no grou:p should insist upon the irmnediate incorporation 
of i ta opinions, whetler or no other group 01)inions are in-
olud.ed in the :plan. Dayton has a socialist element which 
has eome very :pronounced .and,indeed, very good id~as on pub-
lie ownership of :public utilities. These ideas are excell-
ent and there is no doubt but they should, and will in tue. 
time be incorporated in the go:ernmental program. However., 
Dayton is. unfortunate in having· in this group the spirit 
which prom~ta it to insist u:pon the immediate carrying out 
of its program. on trreat of entire hostility toward the gov-
ernment. Manager Waite and the other groups of the city 
admi tt the need of this ste:p but they :feel that the .tine has 
not yet come when this new im:proYement can be attempted. It 
naturally takes a great deal of time, insite an~ executive gen-
ioua1 to accomplish such a reform. Nevertheless the Social-
ists instead of ~iding their time are openly hostile to every-
thing the administration attem~ta. If this grou~ should be-
come large enough as to form a very considerable :portion of 
the :po:pulation, and their s].)irit of being irreoonsilables con-· 
tinue, the formation of :public opinion would .be made im:possi-
·ble and the foundation of democracy in th·e city would 1be re-
moved. The object here is no't to enter into the :particulars 
1-S:peaking from the nine years' fight of Tom Johnson in Cleve~ 
land and thB :present situation in Lawrence. 
of ·the Dayton fight, but to show how a group may become ir-' 
reconsilable and also inimical to })Ubl:tc o:pinion and· demoo-
In any government based u:pon public o:pinion) every 
group must aid in the formation of the o~inion and agree to 
abide by the will of the majority from a sense of ·c ,;duty to 
the common interest, not by fear!.. President Lowe11i says: 
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· "The opinion must be such tt;...at while the majority may not aha.re 
it, they.~e~~ ~ound, by a sense of conviction, not ~y fear, 
to accept it.n 
The~next question confronting us is-- what is opinion'. 
In the f!irst place, it is not :possible to form .a :poli tica1·. 
public opinion on every subject. Ernest M. Rowe, Executive 
Secretary of the Jers~y City Chamber of Commerce, in a ~aper 
recently addresed to that body said: ttThe subject.matter of 
(Poli ti cal) :public opinion is generic and fund.amentsl, never 
partial nor specific. It will -be exercised u:pon s:pecitic 
· 011inion 
matters. Public/ concerns its elf with matters wh.ich are :pub-
lic! only, affecting the whole o:r a given public. · For ex-
al11J?le there is :public opinion in Cleveland on the three-cent 
fare but not in New York City. There is opinion on the jitney 
bus,: .but not in Rio De Janiero. ·There is opinion in the automo-1 
·bile and· rubber trades touching the :present :patent litigation 
between the Goodyear and Firestone Oom:panies. The average 
person has not even heard of the case. ·But over against all 
of these prootically every person in tl'le country has formed an 
opirlion on the Leo M.Frank case .because it affects the 
1-uPublib· Opinion and Popular. Government n :page 15. 
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inalienable right of life; liberty .and pursuit of ha:p:piness 
which affects all.tr 
:'In this short :paragra:ph Mr. Rowe has summarized many 
of the fundimantals of :public opinion. In regard to· this · 
statement about the subject matter ·b_eing generic and fund-
imental and concerned only with matters which af~eot the whole 
of a given :public, it may :Qe seen that it agrees with our :pre-. 
vious analysis. Since· all groups must take :part in the form-
ation of the opinion, it is obvious that unless the subject 
were such as to affect all o~ the groups- to arrouse the±r 
interests--~ there could ·be no opinion of the whole. It is 
obvious that there can be no opinion in New York, or. the 
whole United States on the three-cent.fa.re in Cleveland. The 
matter affects Cleveland only and should 1be handled~ 1by Cleve-
land alone. It.is just as obvious that the matter does not 
affect Dayton or C:ilnoinatti or any of the rural districts of 
Ohio.' .which sends representatives to the Ohio state legislature. 
Then the legislature could have· no opinion on the.three-cent 
fare. Luckily Ohio has a home rule :bill which allows Olev-
eland to take care of such matters herself. Not so with . 
many other states which reserve the right to sa.y whether a 
its will . 
city shall ~ut into practicE}"°on such matters as municipal 
local ownershi:p or any other matter of/ :public :p9iioy ~ In a gov-
ernment based upon :public opinion no formation of· opinion 
on Slbjeots which are not of fundimental interests should -be at~d 
tem:pted· . Every grouJ? should be allowed to take care of the 
subjects which affect itself only. Cleveland should-Oe 
allowed to take care of its own street-railway fare. · Every 
com}.)lete :public should be allowed to exercise its OJ.>inion 
on matters of fundimental interest thus the United States is 




In Mr. Rowe's example of the Cleveland three-cent f~re 
fight another element enters in which is vital to public o:p-
inion. When Mr .. Tom Johnson ~egan his fight for the three-cent 
fare there was no o~inion on the subject in the city. The 
]!eo:ple were all willing far the fare to -be reduced -but they knew 
nothing abotlt munici:pal ownership, or nay other·means of low-
eri:ng the rate. They had to be educated on the aub·j ect. The 
grou~s for, and.against, Mr. Johnson's :plan had to ~e formed 
and they had to fight· outthe ~ro~osition in a long strenuous 
fight. The conflicts interested every oitizen--- it touched 
his activities and very life- ,but it took nine years for the 
small groui:>s to form their opinion, to influence other grou:pa 
by their view :point, to be inf~uenoed -by ·the view pc;>int of the 
other small groups; to influence the larger grou~a and in turn 
be influence by thern; ' to act and respo?ld to the actions of 
other groupa until the o:pinion was thoroughly formed. The· 
opinion of the individual, the groups and the :public are 
formed simultaneousl~. Sentiment ma~, .. _f'luotuate rapidly, 
v.arying, like the storm raiaed waves on the ocean, high above 
the mean level of the body for a time and then sinking far 
below it. But 'public opinion, like the gradual rise or.fall 
in the tide ohanges very slowly. An example of sen·~iment 
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fluctulation may .·be found in the recent Bissell murder riot· 
in Topeka.;. Sentiment . rose very high and suddenly and. linch~ 
was suggested. It was agreed. to quite generally :but after 
time had been given to form an opinion. on the matter it was 
found that the general opinion on the subj_ect ·of' linching 
had been chang~d~ut very little if at all. 
element'in public opinion formation. 
Time is a. great 
mhe Leo M. Frank case cited ~y Mr. Rowe illustrates 
anpth_er interesting 11hase of 11ublio o:pinion formation., one 
which is requisite. 
"'-:: 
The case was f'irst taken UJ> and handled· · 
·by1the local authorities, but ·because it didtta.ff'eat the inalien-
. able right of' life~ liberty, and :puraui t of ha:p:piness," the 
interest was general. Practically .every news:pa:per in the nation 
discussed it. Every group, no· matter hoVI small watched the 
case and ~aased judgement upon it. 
Mr. Oooleyl ~~ys: "In politics oomminf'oation makes :possi-
ble. :public o:pinion, which when organized is democracy. The 
whole growth of this, and the :popular education and enlighten-
. n1ent which go with it is immediately de:pendant u:pon th~ tele-
graph, the newspaper, the fast mail, for there can be no pop-
ular mind U:r>on questions of the da.y_, except a.a :People are· 
:promptly informed of' such questions and a.re enabled to change 
views regarding tbemt1 ir 
"Democracy.has a.risen here, as it has arisen evt?rywhere 
in the oiYilized world, not chiely because of the changes in the 
1- "Sooia.l Organization" ,:page 85. 
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formal consti tu ti on, but as the out.come of conditions which 
makeat'i t' natura:µ for the people to haYe and to ex:press a con-
sciousness regarding questions of the day ••••• when the people 
. have information and dis.cussion they will have a will, and_ 
21 this must sooner or later get hold of the institutions of' society!' 
From this we may conclude that a constant, regular and 
free inter~lay of ideas from individual to group, from grou:p to 
individual and ~ong grou:ps, oommunioation,is absolutely nec-
essary to public opinion formation. 
Then a :public opinion :Ls a conclusion arived at b.y a 
\ 
society afdie.r.·.' the subject ha.s been thoroughtly and o:pen mind-
edly discussed, with ah absence of prejudice and a willingness 
of· all concerned to be loyal to tne opinion when formed by the 
groups, then communication between the groups· established and ' 
a thorough interchange of the conclusions of each arranged and 
welded in to the final sha.:pe of the complete opinion.· The 
extertt of the interest in any subject on which the opinion is 
being formed determines the size of the society. 
2-t'Social Organization" Cooley, :page 86. 
CHAPTER IV 
Public Opinion EX}.lression. 
nself governments can only be r~alized", says.Mr. J.H. 
Hump~ries:; nwhen every sec~ion of the community through.its 
own re:presentatives -can give ex:pression to its needs in the 
·assembly which is re~resentative of the nation.and which de-
rives all its authority from the fact that it is so represen-
tative. This· assembly acts in the name of -:the nation; its 
"" decisions ara said ~o embody the national will. But if 
any considerable section of the nation is de:prived,from what-
ever cause of representation, in what.sense can it be said 
that its deoi aions give ex].)ression o~ the national will?"· 
John Stewart Mill's Fund\ament~l Principal of Demooracy---that 
the various sections of politioa~ o:plnion should be repz;'esent-
ed in.the legislative chamber in proportion to their strength--
is the ~atohword of just elections. 
Good government in a democracy and in fact, any country 
depends upon· the expression of ~ublic opinion. No matter how 
well o~inion is formed if it·has no way to expressitself in the 
actual running of the government, it is of no practical use. 
Under our present system of elections -~by maj.ori ty rule :public 
o:pinion has small o:portunity to express:i.itaelf in any so call-
ed representative body. This is the object of ~roportienal · 
1-"Pro"portional Re:presentation" :page 109. 
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representation. By it the minority is represente~ as well as 
the majority. Every faction. ls given its proportional sh~re 
in the government. 
Before we take up the discussion of the pro»ortibnal 
system, it may be well to inquire into our present system of 
tfnajority •rule and ascertain its good :points, if there be any, 
and also see its shortcomings. As to the value of the system, 
the greatest thing that can be said in ·1ts favor is that it 
has been in vogue a very long time and seems to ·be considered 
,• by mo st :poli ti ci ans, as the only system of voting. "English 
writersn say_s M1"'. Archibald Dobbs in ttThe Irish Year Book,1909" 
"Often\ write as if elections by bare majority ia the only nat-
ural or possible mad~·or election as if it was like day time ·and 
night, seed time and harvest; something fixed and in the nature 
of things, :rr_ot to be questioned or examined or improved. 11 As 
a ~a~ter of fact the system was started in the very birth of our 
govermnent and has 'been adhered to, all but universally, ever 
since. It was devised.when nearly all the elections were in 
single member districts and when there was· little or no con-
nection o~ the governments of the di~tricts, and when there 
were two :parties only. ttit cannot be a matter· of sur:pri se 
' that the me-thods of election adopted in the,early stages of 
r 13:presentati ve institutions fail to respond to the more com-
plex. political condition of highly ciYilized _communities. 
The movement in favor of improve(l electoral methods ·is in 
kee:ping with the advances made in all other human institutions. 
We no longer travel by stag~ doach nor read by rush light •. 
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We cross the Atlantic with-a certainty and ease unknown and 
un.irea.med of a little while ago-. Means of communication, 
the press, the mail, the telegraph, the telephone, have de-
veloped marvelously in response to the modern requirements. 
This continuous adapt~~ion is the law o~ existan~e and in" 
view of modern ;,I>olitical conditions we oannot continuously 
refuse to adapt our electoral methods to the more perfect 
organization of :progressive democracy. Our present system-
exclusive majority representation- has often resulted in gross 




the minority; 'and in other occasions in_ the return of majority 
representatives by a minority of electors. These evils have 
ha:p:pe ned when only two :parties have been seeking re:presentation; 
when a third party enters the political arena the system complet-
ly breaks down. u1 
Some of the defects of the system may be deduced from the 
table on the following :page which shows the resul·ts. of the e1eot-
ion for United. States RepresentatiYes on November 3£5!-, 1914, for 
Kansas. 'The fight was mostly·between the Republicans and the 
Democrats with the Progressives, Socialists, and Prohibitionists 
coming in with en occasional nominee. The total number of votes 
cast ,was 483, 6?3. Of these the Democrats :po;J.l 195, 830 and the 
Republicans 188,096. The Democrats got six representatives and 
the Republicans, with only 7,734 fewer votes than the Democrats 
got· two. . 'The I?rograsai ves with 74, 101, more than a third as 
many as the_Demoorats received 'got no representatives at all. 
l~"Proportional Representation" ~age 108. 
ELECTION OF UNITED STATES CONGRESSMEN FOR KANSAS .-·"• 
November 3, 1914. · 
---------------~-------~---------~-------------------------~-----Dem. Prog. Prohib. Sao. -----------------------------------------------------------------1s·t.Oong.Dia. .31,589 · 20,279 9,259 
2nd. 11 11 24,732 28,412 12,271 
3rd. 11 " ·30,644 21,492 7,871 
4th. " " 19,331 23,894 6,626 
5th. " 11 22,756 25,142 7,083 




7th. n " . 26 ,181 27, 740 12, 537 3 ,393 
11,380 
2,631 




483,673. 188 ,09"6 195,830 74,401 11,345 14,001 
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Each Democrat. elected represented 32,638 voters while each 
re~ublican was s:ponser for 94,048, and 99,747 voters got no 
representatives at all. The 195,830 Democrats got six re:pre-
sentativea; the 277,843 other voters of the state got two re-. 
:pre sen ta ti ve·s. Anything like a fai:D aportinnment, :pro:portion-
al ~o the votes cast would have given the Democrats three, the 
Reimbli cans three, arid the :P.rogressi ves one, with the other one 
left in doubt, to b~ ohosen~y the minority factions and the 
SU!'J.llus of th~se three :parties. 
This is a clear case of minority rule. It does not in 
... an;:r way rep~esent th~ will· of the facrtl. ans. At one ~ime ·this 
system may have :pretended to re}>resent the whole voting constit-
uency but at :present it is frankly IR rtisan rule for the ·benefit, 
of the :party-- a most :purious system for the benefit of democracy 
We have thus 'seen ~he shQrtcomings of the old. system and 
how it fa.i 1 s to meet the needs of modern demooracy. 
now,eee_what reforms have been inangurated. 
Let us 
Voting methods have long been considered as surface meas-
ures. Until recently littl7 has bean done to affect the real 
theory of elections, ·but reforms as to the manner of oonduct:i:ng 
the old style elections have been.numerous, and while, they have 
imjlr0:vacl conditions. to some extt:.a t they have fa.iled to hit the 
real mark. 
At one tin1e voting was :public and oral. It is so ob-
--
vi ou s how this system works to t.he detriment of the. unbiased 
exDression of the ~o~ular mind that it requires small space here. 
Suffice it to say that secrecy is absolutely necessary. This 
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fact was early recognise·d and the secret ballot was inaug1:J.rated .• 
For a time the reformers thought that they had done about all · 
that was IJOasi ble in ballot reform ,but the I>roblem of the J;IO})er 
form of ·ballot soon asserted itself. 
, . 
"In the earlier :periods of American history".';c.saya Mr. 
1 Munro "Voters we1"e ·required to :provide their a·wn ·ballots; bu.t. 
candidates and the:i:rcorganizations soon ado:pted the·:practioe 
of :pre:paring printed sli:ps which the voters might use if they 
wished. As the number of electi Ye offices ·1no1"eased these 
ballots grew in size.. . . if he I the voter) wished to deia rt from 
I 
the list he erased one or more names and wrote ·in oth.ers. · 
"The system was open to many objections. It was the 
custom of the :party organizations to :provide .. ballot :pa]:)er w~ioh 
from form and color could be recognized even when folded so that 
secrecy of.voting was practically dest~oyed. Furthermore, a 
• heavy premium was put on voting a straight :party ticket.n 
These objections brought out the need· for the so called 
Australian .ballot which beara the names of all candidates, 
whether put,, forward by the :, ~.;paiity .. 1>d' or otherwise. It ia 
:printed under close official su:pervision and in limited numbers,. 
and supplied to each poling place for the use of voters, all 
have: to be accounted for when the voting is over. Their use 
insures absolute secrecy and affords some security against 
fraudulent practices. However the ~ractice of putting at the 
head of each list of candidates the emblem of the party to 
1-"Q-overnemnt ·ar American Cities",~age 142. 
which they we.re affilie .. ted, _together with the :practice of 
nominating a.long liBt of candida:tes, took from thevoter the 
~portunity of voting intelli~ently out~ide of party lines. 
Again the reform missed the mark. The Massachusette ·ballot 
whioh came in 1888, removed the :party emblem and helped to 
remedy these defects. The short ballo;t which is now being 
advocated, and.in a great many places adopted, is certain to 
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further improve the s~rstem. Since it is possible for voters 
to be acquainted with only a few candid.ates and·to give an 
inteil~gent opinio!f at the :poles ~egarding them, the long · 
~ I 
·· ballot is contrary. to the :rules of public <h:pinion an·d can 
neYer be free from great and grave faults. The short ~allot 
is the first of the reforms that seems to be deeper than sµr~ 
face adjustments. It is being fought vigorously ~y machine 
~oliticians ~ecause it is a menace to their dominance. 
"It is not enough n, says :Mr. _Munro1 "to have the .ballot 
small and the names upon it few. No matter ~ow scant the number I 
of names, the voters will: ::not a.rouse themselves to any intelli-
gent ~a~t in the election if none -but unimportant offices are 
to -be filled. ·The ·ballot should bear therefore the names of 
those only who are candidates for suoh municil;»al offices· as .bulk 
large: in the :public imagination-- the :posts of mayor, crom:ptroller· 
and members of the city council, if· the later body -be not too 
large. It is also highly desiira.ble· ~hat the ·ballot -be vrl thin the 
' . 
reach of candidates who have no party organiz~tions behirid them. 
1-trGovernment of American Oitiestt,page 146. 
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This can ~e achieved to some extent by the eliminationof all 
·:party designations on theballot, but more effectivly by the 
establishment of a system under \Vhich voters will indicate, not 
merely thei.r first choice for office, but .their second and 
third choice as well. 
"The aim of the ballot ought to :be, in a word, to ex-
. 4. 
·~·· tract from th~ voter , not merely a ~art of.his judgement in 
regard to the list of names set before him, but the whole of 
it. A ballot that asks the voter to designate only his first 
choice solici tes-.. a :partial judg :ment only. 
. I 
Voters Qught, 
therefore,· whenever :possible to be asked. fo.r .. their o:pinion 
concerning two or more candidates on the ballot which means 
that some va.r_iety of the so termed "Preferential" ballot 
may well be em:ployed when the number of elective offices is 
small enough to I>ermitLits use." 
ttPreferential voting or the Ware system, n according .to 
Hoag, 1 1•Is a :plan of voting by which the first count is only of 
first choice votes. If no candidate has a majority the low·-
est candida..te is exclud.ed and. his votes only are scrutinized 
and added to the vtes of the other candidates as the pref eren-
ces indicate. The candidates are thus succesively excluded 
until two only are left of whom the higher will be aected". 
Tfiis system is of special value in voting in single 
member districts fa~ legislati:Ve officers of for single e.xecu-
tives ae a govenor of a state. However executives.are ·b:;tter 
1- "Proportional :R:presentation Reviewn ,Oct. ,1914. 
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cp.oaen by a oounoil than elected, and electing legislators or 
councilmen from single member districts is a :poor system. 
~'hen :prefer.en!~ial voting is of interest to us only to :pave the 
way for the most; ·oom:plete and satisfactory system yet devised-
~roportional reJ?resentation •. 
? 
.Before we take UJ;> this question, however, it may :be well 
to mention two more subj eots that are vital to the J.)ro~er elee-
toral :p-r.·oceeclure. They are separate munici]?al elections and, 
means of nomination, .including the non-partisan J.)ri~ry. 
l 
Onthr first J?Oint Mr. Munro says : ttThe practice of 
·holding state and munici:pal elections on:·.the same da.y has been 
._,. influential in bringing state })Oli tics into city affairs~ 
.. ,;' 
Identity of election dats usually means that the state and 
munici:pal :parties oo nduct a; mutual caml)aign ~ which is another 
11':- ,, ·~f 
way of sr;;.ying that the interests of each :party organization 
-in the city will be sacrifioed, wherever necessary to the 
interests of the same :Pa~ty organization in the state ••.•• 
Partyism is not in itself an· objeotloiiable feature of a mun-
ioipal campaign. The:objection is only 1 to the identification 
"J> 
of state and munici:pal 11artyism, or in othe1~ wo rda, to the trail·· 
ing into ·the municiIG.1 arena ot ~arty :prog~ama and imrtyisms 
that have no l,ooal relevance. So long as the voters of a city 
:· 
devide according .to -their state ].)arty affiliations, there is 
little or no a].)ortunity for division u:pon local issues". And 
it may be added as long as city voters follow state :pa.~ty affil-
iations, in theil" elections, they are . c'ertain nciL. to form or· 
l- 11 Government of American.Cities 11 , J;>age 140.· 
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ex.:press o:pini.ons on ~local issues, for o:pinion requires thought, 
discussion and corelation. Blind :partisanshi~ excludes this. 
· It is therefore evident that to get the best results from elec-
tions the state ald Earty tickets should be presented on seperate 
days. The,;·writer has for some time (although it was not abso-
lutly original with him) been of the opinion that proper nomina~ 
~ion methods are of more im:porte.nce than :Proper election methods. 
The.latter ,is.a selection from among a few ---usually not more 
than five-·men of one for an office, while the former is a select~ 
:bn of the few from among a very great mazy-. If :Party, machine, 
. I 
ring or s~ecial interest controls this nomination process the 
voters are. s:lm:ply confronted with the choice between "the least 
of the evils". Party caucuses and conventions have been so 
notoriously oorr,u~t in their selection· of candidates that reform 
in this :phase has been taken up in nearly every de:partment of 
government, and specially in municipalities. 
The custom of selection by primary of candidates has 
largely taken the :place of the caucus, and inr.many res:pects it 
is far su:perior. However it is a very ex:vensive system and 
since it requires the candi·date to go through two elections and 
incur a great deal of ex~ense--- too much to be born by a can-
didate by· himself- it make him de:pendent U!)on the IJa·r~y machine. 
Aga~n the :public ha.a no way of· ex:pressing t;heir desire in re-
gard to men. The petition seems to.be meeting with much great-
er auoess. It is simpler andalao much ehea~er. Boston is 
u~ing the system-quite suocessfUJ.y~ A :petition containing five-
thousand names of ciua.lified voters is required. However it 
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seems that they are still too complicated to be thoroughly suo-
·cesaful. It is evident that>··,when the will of the peoI>le is to 
be extracte.d·,_,the simplest and most: easily understood method is 
the best method. Any com:plica.tion detracts:·'.:from ex:pression of 
the :public will on the question at issue and makes ·_it harder for 
every c'itizen to ·have a fair chance at being n9minated. 
Mr. ·.Munro · sayal : ttThe ·establishment in American oit;iea of· 
a system of nominations that .will give every citizen a fair 
chance to o"ff er. himself. a.s a candidate for public off ice and yet 
not bring an avalanche of nenss upon the ballot is something yet I .. .. 
to be achieved. One is moved to ask however, why that it should· 
be so serious a. :problem in America when it is: such in no other 
.country. In England it needs the names of only ten qualified 
voters to :p~t a candidate before the munioi:pal electorate; in 
France and Germany any voter may become a candidate for munici-
pal· office upon his own :personal announcement.·. Even in the 
cities of Canada where social and political.conditions ·are not . ' . ' ' 
very different from those of American Munici:palities, any two 
voters may ·officially nomin~te a candidate. In all other coun-
tries the road to a place on the ballot is easy enough; yet the 
number of municipal candidates ts everywhere smaller than in the 
: 
United States. What one may have for the asking one·is not apt· 
to desire for its own sake. Mere candidacy for municipal office 
is regarded as an honor no where but in the United States, and 
it is so regarded here only because nominations have been so 
1-"Governments of American Cities", :page 138, 
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difficult to ·obtain.· When it is nearly as hard to get one's 
name on the ballot as it is to win an election, and sometimes 
eyen harder, Il.<;>n1.inations a.re liable to be sought for their own 
sake. If the American city were to put upon its ballot the 
nme of any voter who asks to a.J_):pear there it would find, "~udge­
ing from the ex.:perience of eve·ry other country that, far from 
being deluged with asperants, it would in the long run have f'ew-. 
er names on the ballot than under a system of . demanding five-
thousand signatures~ 
Nomination reform aught to move in the direction of eiml.l-
\ 
lifioation; its aim aught to be to make it as easy for e. voter 
to have his name :printed on the ballot a.a 1 t now is for him to 
write it there when he goes to the poles. Were this done many 
:present n~mina.tion troubles might ev.entually pass out of exist-
ence. 
Now, to summarize, let us emb_ody. in a Jla.ragra:ph th~ elect-
ion reforms as we have traced them to _their :present status. We 
have come to the conclusion that s secret, short, non_-partisan 
ballot, embodying nominees for important Offices O!lly, is the 
best. ty:pe of a ballot. We have agreed that electionsfor state 
and city should be held on se:parate days, and that nominations 
. . 
should be as sim:ple as :possibl3 , even suggesting that they be 
o:pen to anybody by a very lenient i>etition,system. We will con-
elude subsequently that elections should be·.for legislative of-
fice, and only a few of them. 
Professor A.R.Hatton of the Western Reserve University1 
1-A :pamphlet :publiaha:l by the Ashtabula, Ohio' Chamber of Com. 
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) 
suggests that· /tshtabula., Ohio, a little city of 20,000 :peo:ple 
situated on the·south shore of Lake Erie has thenlast word in· 
oi ty government". ·It has the above mentioneri. refo rma. It is 
the first oity in the Western Hemis:Phere.t6 take on step furth-
er in advance and incor:pora.te with these reforms :pro:portional 
re:presentatio.n •. Aeht&bula has a. business manager and a seven 
m.ember commission elected. at large by :proI?ortiona~l representa-
tion. 
Proportionil Representation. 
ttWe liave Often heard," yOU Say, UQf :proportional repre-
sentation, but just what is it?" 
"The theory of proportional representation", according to 
Mr. Hatton,. "Is that each conaide:i:able :party or grou:p>.of opinion 
should. be represented in the council qr re})resentstl. ve body in 
:pro~ortion to its voting strength. Thus if, in any election at 
~hich seven representatives are to be _chosen, the Democrat.a cast 
four sevenths, the Republicans two sevenths and the Socialists 
one seventh of the vote, those :parties should be re:presented in 
the·vouncil by four, two and one re:presentati.ve, rea:pectfully. 
It thus agrees with our ideas of ex.J?ression of :public o·:pinion---
givi~g each considerable grou:p a voice in the deliberative body. 
There are several :plans .o~ :proportionai representation. 1 
The ones.most widely ~nown are (l) the Lists System, used most 
generally on the continent, nei.mely in Belgium, Sweden l, France, 
Switzerland, and many of the states of Germany, _and (2) the 
1-Hereafter the a.do:pted s:igu.:, P.R. for :pro1111rtional re:present-ation will be used. . .. , __ · 
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Hare system, used to some extent in England, Ireland an·d 
Canada. Fundimentally, the two systems are alike and function 
"c.o the same end. They differ in that the Lists system fits in 
w~th and conforms better to the ~arty plan of government and is 
consequently quicker tt: .. ken UJ) than the Hare system. The names 
a:p:pear on ·the ballot in._lists, :put forward by_ the same signed 
petition and cor~espond to the party ticket althriugh no party 
emblem is attached. The Hare system recognises no., lists. Name~ 
are ~ut on the ticket by a two~percent (usually) of the voters 
petition. Each candidate stands upon his own strength·alone. 
I 
' The Hare system is used in Ashtabula. The ca.ndi dates get their 
nan es on the ballot by filing a J?eti tion signed. by two percent 
of the voters. No voter can sign a :petition for more than one 
candidate. The voter may mark preferences for as many cand.idat-
es aa he chooses, The figure~(l) ind.ioates hie first choice, 
(2) his second and (3) his 'third and so on. Alihough any num-
ber of ~references may be marked and though seven members are to 
be elected, no ballot can be actually counted for more than one 
candidate. In order to be elected a candidate does not need a 
ma .. iori ty, or even a :plurality of all· the votes, but only a trifle 
more than an eighth of them. 
To ~;determine the number of votes necessary for the ooun-
oil, the total number of voted ballots is divided by eight and 
the whole number next higher than the quotient thus secured is 
ta.ken as the number of votes requirecl to elect. This nuniber is 
chosen because it is the smallest whole number that can be taken 
seven but not eight times from the total. In other words, 
J, 
it would be possible for seven oandidat·eato get that number 
of votes out of a given total, but eight oo~ld not possibly 
do ao. 
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If it does not ap:pear on.the first count, that the 
seven members are elected, and the elected members have votes 
in excess of the quota, these votes are again scrutinized 
and the :preference recorded, according to second choice on 
their ballots, If still some manbers do not have the nee-
easary quota,. the one with the lowest number of votes is deola.r-
. ed defeate.d. I His votes are them scrutinized and distributed in 
the same way.. This done the now lowest candidate is declared 
defeated, and his ballot transferred according to the second 
and third preferences. .This process goes on until all the 
votes find their way to the seven piles and all members are 
elected. 
This abstaot account of the method sounds complex, but 
in actual ~ractioe in Europe and in Ashtabula, where an elect-
ion was held on November 2, 1915, no difficulty has ensued. 
Although the board at Ashtabula was entirely inexperienced and 
without :proper equipmen·t the report of the election was out in 
about ~three hours after the count began. At no time were the 
officials in serious doubt as to the steps to be taken. 
An actual following out of the election methods pursued · 
at Ashtabula may serve to clear up the system in the minds of 
the readers. On the following :page will be found a table 
showing the count and its ·different steps as they were taken. 
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The total number of valid ballots was2, 973. The number of 
seats or offices to be f~lled was seven. The Quota or con-
stitu~ncy then was number of valid ballots 
number of seats ~ one 
or 2,972 
divided by 8, gives 371.5. The next number larger was 372 or 
the quota. It will noticed that M0 0lure had 592 votes, or 
twenty more. than the quota,· so twenty of· his votes were taken 
from :precincts as farely distributed as ~oasible1 , and scrutiniz-
ed and the second choice recorded. ·It was found that M°Cune 
got eleven, Earlywine, 2, Binto,l, Flower, 2, Carlson,~, .and 
Loose,l. Still no one·had the i?-ecessary quot~ so Lampella who \. . ' 
~had only 25 votes was declared out of the running. His 25 votes~ 
were investigat~d: and the second choices recorded. Still no one 
.had a quota an'd Loose, the now last man in· the race, was declared. 
defeated; and his 107 original votes dis.tributed aoco rding to thei ~ 
second. :Pr•aference, and the one· reoei ved from M°Clure surplus, 
according to the third choice. Oook, Carlson, Flower, .Tilton, 
and Rinto are -.successively declared defeated and the:l:r votes dis-· 
tributed until all votes at length find their way into one of the 
seven ~iles, or laid aside by reason of the fact that an insuf-
fi oient number of J>ref erences were ·ma·rked on the ballot. Of 
course the last seven n1nen on the list were elected. 
1-The the.ory underlying this ;.,action is that every voter has the 
right to be re:presented. rt· he cannot have 'his first choice, 
because that candidate already has so many votes as to- be elect-
ed, or if he has. so few votes as to. be impossible, the voter has 
a right to have his vote, not wasted, but scrutinized and count-
ed as to his second or third choice. 
TABLE 
Of Votes Cast in Ashtabula. 
--M;--JH~;~~r-M;-y~;1;JG~~~~]B;1;~;]0~;!1rit1-T~~-;;:~;[-o~;ro~~kr-i;;;~1-r:~;----
Clure Cune wine son rado to er son ella ------ ----- --~-- -~--- ------ ------ --- ---~--- ----- ---- ------------ ------~--
392 322 309 289 292 211 196 237 193 147 138 11.4 107 25 
0 11 2 0 0 0 l 1 2 -2 0 l 0 
l 3 1 0 0 o· 4 0 1. 1 l 0 
12· 10 5· 0 2 5 2 3 10 14 10 0 
5 3 11 6 3 10 l 3 5 10 
24 l_ 8 12 16 52 2 4 0 
8 27 6 9 . 20 30 2 0 
8 . 38 24 34 9 14 
372 372 372 361 343 -28$ 282 ' 263 204 165 165 115 108 25 
E L E 0 T E D D F E A T E D 
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It may be noticed from the table, that, with one e.xoept-. 
-ion the seven men highest at the first oount were eleoted. MM. 
Rinto, a young Finnish lawyer, had more first choice votes than 
either Briggs, or Oorrado, but was defeated b¥ the second and 
other counts. Hoviever Mr. Rinto watohed the counts through and 
expressed himself according to the P.R. Review, Jan.1916., as 
being satisfied aa to the fairness of the system. 
Mr. Rinto said after the count was over: 11 I am. still 
hea11tily in favor of P.R. as given under the Hare plan, and I 
hope that thfs plan receives the hearty cooperation of the 
peo:ple of Ashtabula. 111 the future". 
The big question about this election is, did it give 
. re:presentation to the different g1'0UIJS of the city? 
was a. very good ci·ty in wl.lioD. ·to try out this :plan. 
Ashtabula 
There is :: i : 
little or no division in the city aa to national :parties, except 
that there is a Socialist group. There is in Ashtabult a good 
' 
harbor in which a big,portion of the coal and iron oommeroe of 
the p.-reat Lakes is transacted, and conseque.ntly there is a, sect-
ion of the city m?\tde UI> of :peo]?le engage<l in shi:p:ping. There 
is .a large foreign.element. The town is about eyenly divided 
on, the liquor question. 
little business city. 
Ashtabula, is", moreover, a thriving 
Now to see howvell these groups were represented. Mr. 
Hatton saysl: "M°Clure i a manager of a de.I>artment store------
1-Pamphlet published by the Ashtabula Ohamber of Commerce. 
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one of the largest in the city, Hogan is one of the leading 
:physicians of the oi ty, McCune is a Green-house man, Guclm.und-
son is assistant cashier of a bank in the harbor district, 
Earlywine is clerk. and :paymaster of a. large ore com:pan;t, Briggs . 
is a newspaper man, and Corrado a salon keeper~ 
"The business element may be. said to have three re:pre-
sentativea. The Irish, Swedes, and Italians ea.ch.elected one 
member. The Socialists elected one member and the h~rbor 
district is represented. On the, liquor issue, three of ·the 
successful candidates are pronounced drys, three are classed 
\ 
as liberal, and one as very wet". 
The Ashtabula Bea.con, lfovember 5, 1915, says: up .R. has 
been demonstrated and found better than expected. In analy-
zing the. reaul t we find that a11 ·sections and faotions ·a.re re-
presented in the new council. There are two from the first 
ward, one from the second, two from the third; and two from 
the fourth. Three from the harbor and four from uptown, one 
from the east ~ide and two from·the west ~ide of the harbor, 
one from the west end , ome from the south end and two from the 
_ centr~l portion of the u~town section of the city. Four of the 
old council were reelected. The drys and wets are represented. 
The Protestants and Catholics, the-business, :professional and 
laboring, the Republicans, Democrats, Socialists; and English, 
Swe,des, and Italians a.re all .represented, while there were more 
divisions than places. It would be hard to find a more repre-
sentative council in·m.y other way~ 
The "Star", November 5 ,_1915, says: nrt is ·generally 
conceded P.R. has given Ashtabula a broadly representative 
council, :probably the most re:presentative body in the city'' s 
hiator:n' 
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In 1908 a model election was. held by the P.R. society 
of England at Caxton· Hall, Wes.tmirf'ster, Sou.:tir Wa:l-es-, for the 
1 :purpose of giving the P.R. system a good tryout. "In this 
election it was assumed that the voters in the constituency 
returning five members were asked to make their choice among 
twelve candidates. These candidates were all well known pol-
i tiaal men ahd were chosen with an a ttem:pt at im:Partiali ty from 
the Liberal,- Unionis~s,_ and Independent;: Labor :parties. The 
ballot :pa:per was sent aooomI.>anied by a short ex:ple..ni tory no·te, 
for :publication to, and appeared in fifteen ofi the most import-
ant English newspapers. Readers of the news~apers were asked 
to out out the ballot paper, mark i'.t and return it to Caxtmn 
Hall by ·the first :post on the morning of Tuesday, December 1,1908 
Ballot :pa:pera were also airoulated inde:pendently among members 
of the P.R. society and their friends. About 18,000 ~a~ers 
were returned by the newspaper.readers, and about 3,700 by mem-
bers of the society and their fri~n~s. In all a constituency 
of 21:, 690 electors was formed, a number whose votes were large 
enag~1, but not too many for counting in a single evening. 
1- "Pro~ortional Re:presenta tion" J .H .Humphries, :pag€S 145-150. 
When this·first count was ma.de it was found as follows: 




. ' Hend.erson ( L~bour) --------""."---------1, 058. 
Long(Unioniatj -------------------- 672. 
Hugh Oecil(Unionist Free Trader)--- 460. 
Shackleton( Labor) ---------------- 398. 
Burt(Liberal)--------~------------- 260. 




· Since the number of ]:llaoes fo be filled wa:s five, the 
quota was found oy dividing 21,672 by six and adding one to 
the result. · The number found was '3,613. It will be seen 
·that both.Lords As~uith and Balfour had more than the quota, 
so it was necessary to distribute the surplus. This distri-
~ bution is the only e~sential feature in which the English 
election differed from the Ashtabula election, and since it 
~emedies the most obvious defect in the Asllta.bula. :plan, it 
affords my chief ob·ject in mentioning this "Model Election 
of 1908" 
In the Ashtabula :plan no attempt at a scientific dis-
tribution of the surplus was made. It did not make muoh 
difference with the resu'l ts, because the su:r:plua vvaa small. 
But in a case where there is a large sur~lus and the whole 
vote quite evenly divmded between two. second choice candidates, 
it is evident that an injuatiae·might accrue by leavingthe 
vote of one candidate· in the quota and distributing ·the :Pref""'. 
erences of the other only. The English system does away with 
thd.~ :possibility, and resorts to an absolutly scientific method 
of distribution. 
'1 
The idea is that each second choice candidate 
should receive a number of votes pro~ortional to the total num-
ber of votes expressing a :pre.f.esrence. 
1-This number is a 1-ittle smaller than the number of ballots 
caat. The discrepancy o~ 18 was due, no doubt, to spoiled 
ballots, those marked witn more than one first choice. 
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·v In the Asg_uith transfer there were 5,429 surplus votes. 
The total number of As~uith votes which expressed a :preferen-
ce at all was 9,009, then the ~roportion to· be transfered to 
each pref erred candidate can be st~ted as : the surplus is· 
to the total number of preferences as the preferences of each 
candidate is to X. For instance this number if found by 
mul:ti:plying by the fraction 5,429. The number of papers 
9,009 
on which voters had. marked the next :preference for Mr. Burt 
was 468. Multi::plying this number by the above fraction we 
have 282 to be counted for Mr. Burt, and 186 to .be retained · 
for Aaq.ui th 1 s quota.. Of the 7,, 808 Asquith-Lloyd Ge9rge 
retains . 
votes, Mr. Asquith/3,103 and 4,704 go to Lloyd George. So 
it is with all the candidates, ea.ch receives his :pro:portion-
ate share of the whole. 
On the following :page is a table which shows the whole 
transfer of the Asquith surplus. 
The rest of the election followed the same :plan as the 
Ashtabula election. The result, howevef is interesting. The 
mon alec·~ed were Asquith(Libe~al), Balfour(Unionist). Lloyd 
George (Libera.l), Bu1.,t(Liberal), and Ma.oDona;ld(Labor). "The 
fairness of this method", says Mr. Hum:phri~~~ "Is at once a:p:par-
ent. Each group of electors aslarga as a quota secured a rep-
reae11tative. The Liberals were in a very large majority, and 
the block system vmult.i have nominatad five candidates and ob-
tained all five seats. In this election the two smaller grou:Ps :i 
the Unionist and Labor :parti'Els each returned one member. The 
voters did not, in r~oording ·their :preferences, restrict. them 
1-"Proportional Representation", page 159. 
Transfer Sheet. 
Distribution of the Asquith Sur~lus Vote~ 
Voteb cast ------------------------------~-- 9,042. 
Quota -------------------------------------- 3,613. Ho. of :pa:pers showing next :preference ------ 9, 009. 
Surplus -----------------------------7------ 5,429. 
Proportion ot.be transferred---- -
Total of next pref ererences. 
Names" of candidates· 




l\fo . of :papers 

















-~-----------------------------------------------~---~-----~--~-Balfour Already had more than Quota 
Burt 468 282 
Cecil 132 79 
Henderson 261 157 
Jones 17 6 106 
Jayson-Hicks 17 10 
Lloyd George 7,807 4,704 
Long 46 27 
· MaoDonal d 51 30 
Shackletmn 35 21 
Smith 16 9 _____________ ....:;____ 
Total of next 9,009 5,425 
:preference __ _ 
Preferences exhausted 33 













1-This \number slightly exceeds the quota due to neglect of 
fractions. 
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selves to the candidates of one :party, ·but nevertheless it will 
be of interest to com:pare·the seats gained with the strength of 
the party as indicated by the first preferences.. The· party 





The quota wa·a 3,613 and these totals show that the Lib-
erals obtained three quotas with 1,405 votes over and gained 
three seats. The Unionists obtained one quota with 2,255 votes 
over and gai~ed one seat. The .Labor rights obtained one quota 
less 53 vot~s and gained one seat. This result is a.a fair as 
~is possible, and would have been equally probable if, as would 
probably be the case in.a real election, there had been but 
little cross voting. The total results in.the Tasmanian gen-
eral election in 1909 (six-member conati tuencies) showed an' 
exact .Proportion between the votes :poled and the seats gained 
by the re~~ective panties. 
There are three criticisms of P.R. which are quite gen-
era.lly felt. They are (1), the effect of later preferences in 
deciding the result of an election,· ( 2) , the :Pro oess of eli:min-
atin~ candidates at the :polii, and (5), the coat. 
Nqne of these when exam:lmed retain any of their portent9:~·· 
us bearing. A careful analysis of the preferences recorded in 
the Tasmanian election 1 was ma.de by a commission a]?pointed for 
1-"Proportiona.l Representation", Humphries, page 163. 
the ~urpoae by the Tasmanian government~ This commitee 
ascertained that the com:para.tive values of the various :pref-
erenoea in determinin~ the result of the election were as 
follows: 
First preference 73,9 % 
Second tt 
______ ... _______ 
J:4.0l% 
Third t1 
___ ..., __________ 
.51% 
Fourth " 
__ ... __________ 
.29% 
Fifth If ---------------- .14% 
Sixth n --------------- .OB% 




Uinth ti -------------.-- .03% 
It can be readily seen from this tabJe that there 
no undue waste ·resulting from the -later .:preferences. 
is 
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The second ori ticism is that by eliminating·candidates 
at the bottom of the :poJ/1, men are a:pt to be defeated, who 
had th'ey remained longer would have been elected. Where there 
ia a constituency returning only a few member, say three, there 
is. a :possibility of such an injustice. But_ it does not seem 
to work out inypra.otice ~ .. When the oonstitueno;, returns a larg-
er number, say seven,_ any one :poling. one eighth of the votes is 
safe. ~o eliminations are ma.de until after the sur~luses have 
all been_ distributed. Investigati~n in the·Tasmanian House of 
As!=lemhly in A:pril,1909, as to this point, :proved ·that there was 
. I 
no injustice in this matter. 
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The third objection, ·that of the coat of such an elect-
io11,is not well founded either. ·It i a true that it takes a. 
little longer; and also a few more })eoi>le. to carr'y on a P.R. 
coun·t than an ordinary election, but even at that· the results 
would justify the extra expense,which would not be great. 
Peo:ple who bring this ·.objection forget that the P.R. ·system 
does away with all the expensive machinery conneoted with a 
nomination campaign· or a. :primary. When this p~nt is consider/ 
ed the obj ect~on a.a to coat pa·les into insignificance. 
Besides giving each grou:p its ·Voice in the go1ternment, 
. Prof,essor Hat·tan sayal; that the other advantages of P .m. are 
. I 
very great. Stability and oontinu1ty of memberslip in the 
council will be very muoh greater~ The tenure of a good 
ma.nag.9r is thereby made more secure. A ten-percent fluctua-
tion in public o~inion will ~roduce only a corresponding 
change in the council, whereas under the common at-large meth-
od the swing of ten-percent may produce eithera hundred per-
cent overturn in the personal of the governing body or no 
change at all~ 
The vmter may vote exactly as he desires with no fear of 
wasting his vote. A Prohibitionist, for instance, may mark 
his rentimental vote for a :probably ho:peless Prohibitionist 
canditate and yet also turn his influence toward someone who· has 
a.bette~ chance of election. 
No :political organization, or caucusing .of any kin4 to 
1-"Ashtabula Pamphle~u 
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:prevent a group of voters from being_ split among to~ many aa-
ce~table candidates, is necessary. The alternative second 
. . 
and lower choices will automaticall~r bring t11e groups together · ·. · 
a.ge..in; The whole field of :politic.al bluf;f and strategy is 
swept a.way. A minority, no matter how compact and drilled 
{ iu its machine organization, cannot capture theOOBntrol, no mat-
. ter hov1 split up and disorganized the oppo.si ti on· may be. The 
achame ma.k ea machines weaker but makes live parties strmnger. 
Dr. Lent D. Upson, form~erly director of the bureau of 
Munioi-pal Research of Dayton·, says that the ;P:.Lan tends to secure 
for ·t:1e administra·tion the cooperation of' all the_ interests and 
, . I 
of all sectio:nsof public opinion. 
However well this plan works out in theory, or however 
well it seems to be working in this one little American city, 
we would not be jus~tiified in recommending it to the people of 
American munioipa~ities unless we had further proof of its·· 
excellence. 
At a dinner g:i.ven at London in February ,1914, by the 
P.R. society of Great Britan a number of men high up in Eu-
ropean politics spoke. The testimony given by them shows 
that the o_ountries in which P.R. is used in the election of 
Parliamentary Chambers o:b municipal councils are satisfied with 
it. : It is used.· for such elect1ions in Belgium, Switzerland. 
' Swe de,n:, Finnland, South Africa, Tasmania, and elsewhere. 
Count Goblet d' Alviella, vice president of the Belgium 
senate, ·said: "A significant fact is that none of thecountries 
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nor even the :parties which have ta.'sted of P.R. have ever. retura-
ed to the flesh-:po~s of the majority s yste~. I~ Belgium where 
the first man vvho s:poke in Parliament of P.R., Jules :de Smet,· 
" 
was treated. as a lu~atic.e~en by his own friends, there is no 
political group of any im~ortanoe which would dream to suppress 
or even to curtail the use of the proportional system. And. 
this is rather meritorious from our o~position parties, as they 
have been defeated in all eleo·tions which have taken :place since 
the reform!' 1 
M. Georges Lorand, leader of the Radical Party ih the 
2 
Belgium Chamber of Repf-esentativea said: 11 I belong to the 
, II 
radical win~ of the.liberal party, but on this occasion I speak 
on behait of the ~olitical ~arties of my country. We have used 
it (P.R.) for thirteen years and we have had six general elect-
ions m th the new system and the result is that, no·t a single 
party or a faction of a party is op:posed·to the reform; Its 
extension is ineoribed in the program of all parties. It is 
certain t·ha tthe system of P.R. in Belgium will never be chang-
ed save to render 1 t more compJste, more just, and more :proport-
ional. Another benafit of P.R. for the country has been not 
only the.t·all parties are represented in the Parliament and in 
tha great munici:pali ties but they are re:presente(l by their 
ablest men and leaders, v1hilst under the former majority at/ a-
) 
tem promenent men, wch as Paul Janson, :passed half their lives 
outside the House in consequence of the hazards ·of the ballot. 
J! & 2- "Pro.Portional Re:Presentation", Hum_phries. 
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Parliamentary life haa conseg_uently gained an authori tyi' 
Dr.Horace Micheli,Journalist of Switzerland gave as his 
testimony, to wit: "Nine of our twenty-two oantons today em-
:ploy p,.R~ for the election of their cantonal councils. It 
is about to be introduced or is, at least under discussion in 
three others, including Zurich. Further it is·uaed by several 
to1~ns at their municipal elections. The most important towns in 
·Switzerland, Zurich, Basel,Geneva, B~rne, Neuchatel, and Fri-
bourg, and many others of less im:portance; em:ploy it .in the 
election of 'their town councils. Everywhere I.can affirm, it 
has giv~n entirely satisfactory results, and the number of :person~ 
. I 
who vote has greatly increased. We have alwfiys found.that P.R. 
increases the percentage of electors who take :part in elections. 
'.t 
Sir John McCall, Agent general for Tasmania, said: "In 
Tasmania PtR. has stood the test of many elections. . We have 
demonstrated. the ease wi·th which the system can be worked. It 
has co me to stay~• 
Both.Herr A.Lindman, late Prime Minister and leader of the 
conservative :party in the second Chamber of the Rikadag of Swe<.d-
·en, and Herr Daniel Persaon::.I. Talberg, de:puty a:pea~er of the 
same house, and Herr Jalmar Branting, leader of tl;le soci·a1 Dem-
ocratic :party of t~e second 6hamber 4eclare in favor o~ the sys-
tem. :The first eaid.: "It(P.R.) has not proved to put a· premium 
on mei of average abili·ty ·a.nc.l inte~ligence, but. had distinctly 
· raised the intellectual level of the men returned tr. :ralbe~g 
stated that "Another feature desmrving mention is that the 
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change of the method of voting was.introduced, the election 
contests hav~ been less violent in nature, seeing that direat 
llersona! attacks 011 i:>ersonal individual candidates occur less . - ' . . ' . 
frequen·tlyi' . Branting ·concludes his remarks by saying: "The 
thought of returning to the majority·me~hod of voting ·is certain-
ly not now ~nterta.ined in any quarter". 
Mr. Charles Benoist, member of th~ Insti tue de 'France 
de:puty ·(moderate liberal) for Paris, of the French Chamber of 
de.Plh.tiea, spoke of P .h. as 11 Arilollg 1'hf::l greatest improvements 
yet made in · governmen·ta n. 
German officials also a:pprove of it. 
· With ~uoh reconunendati~ns as tl~eae· the :praotioafili ty . 
. l of the ~lan is certainly established. · 
2 As opposed to these recomendations president Lowell says: 
"Another remedy earnestly advocated in France, and faintly headd 
elsewhere may be noted for a moment. It ia·a suggestion ~hat 
instead of representing geogra:phical districts. the members of' a 
legislature shoul,i .. represent distinct. interests; that instead of 
being elected by all the voters in a certain area they shoul·i be 
elected by peo~le ingaged in defin~te,occupations. Thus we · 
should have r~~resentativea of manufactures, of bankers, of law-
yera, of f a.rmers, of artisans, anrl S01 lOll. The plan illustrates 
the prinoi:pa~ we have been considering for it would tenito elim-
inat9 a.~together · thetheo:1 y that a member of the legislature rep-
resents the nation as a whole. Each man would hold a brief for 
some s:pecial ir1terest.,A.ll would be for factions and none for the 
state. The condi tio,n m uld be worse ~lYan:j exceasi ve represent-· 
1-"Public Opinion and Po:plb.lar Government n, :page lZl. 
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ation of localities, because the aims of the several di strict a 
are not. of necessity· antagonistic, as tho·se of different oo-
.~upations ·are assumed to be in such a pro1rnsal. The suggestio·n ~ 
is con:trary to the J}rinci:pal that the legisla.ti ve body ought to 
give effect to public· o:pinion, because the true oo.noe:ption of 
public opinion is not a sum·ofi divergent economic interests, but 
a general oonce:ption of political right,aouaness on which so far 
as possible all men should unite~ 
President Lowell, all through hif; book, emphasises the 
need of legislators, who will represent the whole nation and 
not looaliti.~s or special int,dres-'Gs, and yet he gives no oone: .. ,'i. .. ;; 
v . 
structive scheme to obtain them. He declares that the leg-
islators- should represent :public opinion and vote accordingly 
as it is expressed by their constituencies on some. subjects 
and also ·vote according to their own best judgement on others, 
but· al ways they should· represent tt Ageneral. conception of I>Ol-
i.tica.l righteousness' on which so far. as :poss~ ble all men 
should unite". Now we agree thoroughly with the· dear ~resident 
on these ma.rttera. In fact we believe that such a legislature 
would be ideal. But, how, we ask, is the nation t·o obtain 
such a legislator?; Most assuredly not by the present methods 
He certainly is in demand. A man who could know what the :public 
opinion of the whole nation is at all times on questions of gen-
eral :policies or all questions to which :public opinion would 
a:p:ply, · and could ac·t intelligently and effectively on all 
questions to which public opinion does not ai>ply, and yet base 
all his actions on "A General Oonce:ption of Political Righteouanej 
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~uch a man would certainly be a God-send to any community. In 
fact we would almost be willing, even in_~nerioa, to turn over. 
the reins of' government to him and say "You run it· yourself s,!1d 
see if, we caret n Such men would be :pa.ragons and the ho1>e of 
obt_aining any number of them is a practical impossibility. 
A legislature is properly a deliberative body for the 
formatloi:L.into law· of the :public opinion of a nation. It is 
impo s si bl e for one man to kee:p in touc{}. with the :pub 11 c op~ 
inion of the whole nation, but it is quite posf~ible for him to 
knor;. the o:pinion of a grou_:p and logically :put forwa,rd. that o:p-
inion in a clelibera.tive. body entirely com:posed of men re:pre-
t . , I • i sen ing groupopin ons. By the interchange among themselYes 
of the~e·ide~s or o~inions of their groups~ a real :public op-
inion of the whole can be formed, In this and· in no other way 
can the opinion of a large grouI> be ascertained. 
There may be some grounds of President Lowell's fears 
t-hat these groU!l re:presentati V08 WOUlcl hold to .. their OW11 briefs 
and became irJ?econsilables. · Many legislators re})resenting 
~olitical machines or boaa-riden localities have been and ~rob-
ably always will be irreconailables. Their object ·in being in 
office··has been, not to. formuls;.te :policies or to accom:plish leg-. 
islation but to dabble· in executive matters and·· get for their 
constituencies the thirigs which will strengthen the machine rule. 
They vote by party and not by men or measures. An exam:ple of · 
thia v:as recently d.escribed in the New Re:publio in which it was 
affirmed, that a certain :Project, 'being brought U:P in the House 
of P.eJ?I'esentatives by. the Rermblica.ns, was prom:ptly voted down 
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·and this act considered by the Democrats a political victory. 
The same measure, late:r being· brought up by the Democrats and 
o~~osed ?Y the Republicans,was ~assed. 
a def~at by the Republicans.· 
This was considered 
Under the P.R. system only a few men are elected and 
what they do is d.irectly o:pen t.o ·the gaze of the whole nation 
o:r city, as ·the case. may be: They are rea:Ponsible leaders of 
their groups. They deal onl_y with forma. ti ve :princi1mla or 
})olicies, leaving the ad.ministration to ex.:pert·a, business man-
agers. Irreconsilables may cree:p .into this form of government 
as they have in e-,rery;~ other, and become a disturbing element, 
but since thbir only object in being in the council is to 
formulate OJ?inions the main cause of irreconai~ables· is remov-. 
ed. ancl there is much less cause for fear from this source than 
there is for any other. Again it will be readily seen by a 
group that such a man does not make a ·good re:presentative and. 
tends to harm rather than benefit the grou:p, so he will not 
be chosen, at least the second time. The group consciously 
selects men to hel~ formulate policies for the whole,· and if 
a ma.n fails to aid. in this function, he is a:pt to be treated 
ac.cording to the theory "If thine eye offend thee1;: pluck it 
·out!'. So when we go to the b.ottom of President Lowell' a con-
tentions they d.o not really a:p:pear so :portentio.us. 
In the early ateges of President Lowell's book he sayal 
1- "Public Opinion and Po1mlar Government u, :page 15. 
"Public opinion to be worthy of· the name, to be the proper 
motive force for a Democracy must be really public; and 
popult:.r government ia based upon the assmnpt!bon of a pub.lie · 
opinion o~ that kind. In order that it may be :public, a 
majority is not enough and unamimity i~ not requiJ•ed,. but 
the o:pinion must be such that while the majority may not 
share it, they feel bourid by conviction, not by fear, to a.a-
ce:pt it; and if democracy is complete the submission of the 
minority must be given ungrudgingly". That is to say, as 
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Pr~Bident Lowell tells us on :page 12 of his book, that ir-
reconsilables have no part in the formation of public opinion. 
\: 
·For P.R. to work :pro:Perly, grouI>s mu-at not send as 
representatives irreoonsilables. They must consciously ohoose 
man vrho will forcefu'ily and ad.eq.ua.tely :present ta. the deliber-
ative body the opinions of the group .and hel_ptto amalgamate that 
OJ.J:i.nion with the o:pi11ions of all other grOUJ.lB and then accept 
ungrud.gingly the amalgam. 
'I 
! 
lfo form j 
coo:pera.tiotj 
We do not claim for P.R. that it is a Panacea. 
of governellllllt is. It requires interest, it requires 
it re~uires a great dissemination of knowledge, and it requires 
strength of conviction to make it o:perat=i-ve • But just because 
it tends to ~roduce these factors and because it combines with 
it the be:3t theories of government, ea:p.eoially as applied to 
munici·:pal life, it seems that. P.R. is the best instrument de-
visecl so far for the a:p:plica.tion of :public opinion to the 
government. 
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The Community Brain 
'From nThe New Re:public"Mar.4,1916. 
11 I dont believe" said. Holmes, flicking the ash from his 
cigar, "That there is ~ny great ho:pe for us as a democratic 
no .. t:i.on unti'l we become rno1'\e firmly grounded in the I>hiloao:phy 
of conimon aenomina to rs . 11 · 
"Holmes~' I said solemnly, "That sentence is wo:Dthy of a 
Germcin P1'ofeesor. What, :pray, does it mean?" 
· "It means sim:ply this, my son. It means, first of all, 
as Faguet :put it. in that bi ting little book of his,, .~hat dem-
. ocratic government is a •Cult of imcom:petance' '·'• · · 
. H"Faguet certaii1ly had it in for democracy," I said, "And 
so you've decided with that bi ting Frenchman , that we mmit turn 
aristocrats; that ts whe .. t you mean?u · · · -
"Vlait till I finish", said Holmes, 11Its one thing to be 
disaa.tisfiecl with democratic government as it is now organized, 
It is quite'another to be dissatisfied with democracy.n 
u I st.and correctea.n, I re:plied, "And I agree thoroughly 
with the cult of incompetence. My own :Pet horror, Holmes, is 
Albany. Once in a while, when I want to make myself vividly 
·aware ·of my bwn blessings, I ·imagine myself compelled to hand 
o"t.rer to any Albany bunch some big project in which I am inter-
ested-...:-,some project requiring insight and .broad. vision. Its. 
the greatest. stimulus to :personal thanksgiving that I know." 
n Albv~ny governB us n , says Holmes, 
"So much the worse for us", I re:plied. 
"But Albany is selected to govern us. 11 
nso much the ·vmrse for the selecting." 
"Precisely. That's what I meant when I said a moment 
ago that as a democratic nation we were 1 nt firmly enough ground-
ed in _the :Philosoi>hY of corr.men denominators." · 
ttEx:plain n, I a Edd. . .. 
"Its :perfectly simJ?le," said Holmes, "Talce two mumbers-
56,say and 24. The greatest common denominator is 12. Add 
another number say, 4?2. The greatest common denominator now 
is 6. Add still another- 21, the denominator reduces to 3. 
Ad.d. another- 13, it reduces ·to l. The more the numbers and 
the more various, the smaller the gf4eatest common denominator 
becomes. 
uThats true, is'nt it? lTow sim:ply change the numbers to 
people Cild the entire matter becomes ~lain. Take,for exam.~le, 
.two people of the same education, occu;pation and general en-
v.l. ronment. Their connnon denominator;"-- the ground, 'that is, 
of their common understand~ng, their comrnon agreement--- is 
relatively large. They have all sorts of things in common·. 
They understand each other; they can range over broad fields 
in their talks wi t~n each· other; their agreements are wid.e and 
significant. 
11 Uow take these same two :peo:ple--- :phjsicans, say--- and 
add a mercha.nt to their number. At once the field of conn11011 
understanding shrinks. Add a barber. It shrinks still more. 
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Add., a grocer, a :peanut: vencler, a:n ex.pressman, a saloon-kee:per, 
a garbage collector. By the time you've ·got all you 1n' 57 
varieties of hum.an creatures. in, the field of common understand- .. 
ing has shrunken almost to a pin-:paint." 
ttAnd so'l", I said, 
·"The curious thing is that we dont see it~' said Holmes; 
trPari tcularly in our big cit,i es. We assmble the 57 varieties 
and bid them ex}?ress their' common will' in the selection of· 
someone ~O 1,E(present them. What type Of men dO they aeleot? 
Not the ty:pe of men that :physicians would select if they could 
have their sole say; not the type the scientist would select, 
or merchants, or .engineers. They select men--- there is no 
hel:p for it under the present order of things--- acceptable to 
the _whole motly crowd; the men, in short, who are the greatest 
common denominators of the crowd. They're our :politicians. 
nI have no aristooratie acorn of the crowd. tr Holmes 
cont;inued. "But I d~ont believe---no one does when he comes 
to consider it--- that crowd ~aychology is a particularly 
effective type of .:psycholog~r for the government of l.ife. For 
think of what we loose by it. Here is a grou:p of physicians. 
'fihey haye kn9wledge of much that concerns the public welfare, 
they have-a :point of view that is vital to society. But that 
knowledge and that ]?oint of view e .. re never given a chance to 
ex:press themselves in governrnent • In a sense, of oourse, they· 
are allowed to ex:press themselves-- ·through heal th boards- but 
never in broad social ways- in the general get-u:p of a city, 
:parks, recreation and educational work and so on. · When the 
time oomes to select the men who are to look after these broad 
··social matters, the I>hysicians must be. content to choose some-
one acceptable likewise to Peter .McCluskey the expressman, and 
Antonio Carducci, the street-sweeper- to choose, im short, a· 
miserable makeshift of a commondenominator. And 1 t is just 
as bad for Peter and Antonio. They too, know things; they too 
as groui>s have points of view,not as intellmgent, ~erha~s, but 
of value if they could get expressed. But the Antonio a.nd the 
Peter grou:ps are sunk in a general mass which really has no 
distenct point of view at all. . . 
ttThe fact is, n said Holmes with- em:phasi a,, 11 We really haven' 1 
yet learned to tap the brain of the connnuni ty. ·That's our troubl~ 
Brains are simply ~oints of view, ways of looking out at lite . 
and th,e world. The house-wife has her way of looking OU~' a. 
way that is of prodigious. cone ern to society, Is n' t it atui>id 
to make no use of it,· to refuse to inaourage its self ex:pression, 
to say to house-wives: No, you, like every one else must be 
sunk in a general Tfl..ass, and a. che2 .. :p lawyer in the legislature 
must say for you what in his.genial imbecility he thinks you 
might want to day. Why· not say rather to the house-wives--
and likewise to teachers and ~hysiciana and artisans and mer-
chants: V{e want this per:rectly vital thing that you, as a group, 
have to offer, this ex:pe:vienoe, this ri:pened judgement. 
?O 
We want .this ri:pened. judgement of yours to matoh up with the 
ri~ened judgement of other groulls; we ask you therefore, as a 
group, to select the :persona com:petant to ex:Press their jud.ge-
ment; we ask that these :persons, these bigger common denomin-
ators be the operative brains of our social life. That's the 
:point: to get. great big common denominators--.-as big as we 
ce.n get ,them. And there is only one way to do it--- to find 
the groups where there really is some measure of common ex:per-
i enoe and common judgement and make ·these grou:ps our !)olitical 
unite." · 
uour social brain centers, 11 I suggested. 
11Exactly," said Holmes. "Think o'f what our 1 official' 
brain centers are now. ·Districts and preoinets ~ Square 
miles of space inhabited by heterogeneous crowds of ·beings hav-
ing notl}.in_g deeplY- and continuously in comment · Iti!l I>repost-
erous. Tn~\tue social brain center:.~ is the grou:p that functions 
in common, that has interests and knowledge in common. Until 
we tap such centers as .these, we shall.remain as we now are, 
socially and politically brainless". 
"With Albany :poli ticiana, n I said. 
"And worse", said Holmes~ 
H.A.Overstreet • 
. 
Pro~ortional Representation is simply a plan by which 
we may get these "Great big c.ommon denominatorsn, and use them 
in our government. 
.CHAPTER V 
The -Plan. 
Now, having found out aomething·of the nature of :pub-
lic opinon~and some of' the :principals upon whiah it operates, 
it remains for ua to devise an organization for carrying it 
into the realm of governnrent. We have just quot'ed Mr. Cooley 
as saying "Public opinion when organized is democracy". If 
this is the case we haYe had very littl~, if any at a.11, of 
:pure democracy in the United States. No governmental :pro.-
vision here lias ·(1) utilized the grou:p o:pinions as they are 
naturally formed by predominating interests, (2) No use of' 
the fact until recently that ;public .opinion can a:p:ply i;o 
some subjects and not to others has been made and (3) No 
machinery has been devised to fscili tate the cooperation of the · 
groups and the :pro:per communication of idea.a betwean them; 
{4} Neither has any :provision been made to sustain :public 
interest, which is the foundation on mich public· opinion, 
and consequently, democracy rests. 
(1) In the first chapter of this :pal> er an attem:pt was 
made to show that the oity governments :patterned after the 
federal government in making their.chtl.rters, and that the 
federal government was fashioned, not on any needs or interest 
of the :people, but on fear of the :peo~le; and.upon the economic 
. desires of one grou:p. No group recognition was given in this 
form at all. Of course an attempt·was made to substitute for ti 
' 
this deficiency by using the extra-legal machinery of the :party 
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system. This system was built on th_e :prinoi:pal that there 
were only twocgroulls:--~ the :Pro and the con of every subject--
with :possibly a third which had no real cause·for,living ex-
c e:pt toQ hold the o.thers in check. The system was built on 
the individualist psychology, and assumed that every indiv-
idual had. o:pportuni ty and ~bili ty by himself to make up his 
mind on a subject,. such as }lrotective tariff, or state's· 
rights, and ·connect himself with the party which was either 
for or against the measure, whichever his tendencies dictated. 
Now, in devising a plan for city government, we must include 
a provission for· the inter:play of the ideas of the grou:ps and 
· 1 • 
·the u:bilization of them in government. 
(2) Until. recently it was. supposed that the best way 
to ke:ep.~. matters of government free from graft and corruption 
was to :place them under the power of the ballot box. It was 
thought that the best .. way to get good officials waa to make 
them all elective. No discrimination was made as to the 
"' ' I 
.\ importance <5f the office to be filled or the la.w to be en-
acted, they were all left to the pe9ple. As an outcome we 
got an overworked electorate. Par~y machines nominated men, 
,. l 
and :party :po;I.i tioians got the electors to vote for them., 
whethe_r they knew the candidates or not. There were.so many 
men .to: be .elected that it· was im:poasili e for the electors to 
form opirt,ions as to the capacities of all of them, so the 
great majority of elected officers owed their office, not to 
:public opinion but to party machines. The present si~uation. 
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ofccity governments resuJ.ted. Now we realize that as Mr. 
Rowe says, : ·"The subject matter of _public o:pinion is generic 
and fundimental, never :Partial nor s:peoifio." Public o:pinion 
cannot function on the petty details of executive work. 
Since no. opinion can be formed on those subject, no office~a can 1c 
be elected who represent opinions-on those. subjects. Executive 
work must he left to a.:p11ointed experts. However opinion can 
b~ formed on matters of .fundim~n~al intereai or those of general 
~olioy--- legislative work. Legislation is amenable to, and 
must be, done by J>Ublio o:pinion, or officers rea:ponsible to 
and representing public o~inion. 
A ~egialature made u:p of lead~rs of the diff e rent groups 
in :pro1)Qrtion to the size of the grou:ps, and representing tlret' 
groui> o:pinions on matters of general policy, ancl a1ji>ointing 
responsible· ex:perts to take care of the others, is the great 
st~ in ~olitioal advanoe. 
In:::my __ ohai>ter on the Pro:portio"nal Representation Plan 
as used in Ashtabula this idea is outlined, but the Ashtabula 
plan does not go far enough. It fails to :provide for the 
organization of the groups.. It is au:p:Posed to be represent-
ative of groups, but there are no places where the gropps may 
meet to form their particular OJ?inions mn men or measures. 
Each is left to itself to devise its own means, inde~endent of 
the government, of communication of ideas among its own members. 
Meeting places are necessary for suoh purposes and under the 
present plan, ea.oh grou:p must meet in soire :private :place where 
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eg_ui:pment is not good, or where outside influence isa:pt to· 
be exercised, or else which is worse, not meet at all. 
such circumstances it is hard for a group opinion to. be 
framed; if-it is possible at all. If a government is to 
Under 
rest u:pon group o:pinions itmucrt :provide means whereby the 
opinion can be ~armed. 
(3 & 4).The matter of .sustention of public interest on 
q_uestions is very closely connected with the above · demands. 
The social centers, so far as I have been able to.find are 
the only att~m:pted means to fulfill these needs. Of oousse 
the J?ress i~. ~he great agent of oommunioation, but since it~ ds· 
oo dependent on on~ group, through advertising ,ror its life it 
cannot be expected to be an id~al medium~ . 
Mr. Oha.s •. Zeublin1 says: nEdwa.rd J. Ward is the evang-. 
eliat of' a new medium of municipal life ---·the social center. 
The old village school house was a ~enter ·of life in the 
community in the days when the community was aelf·aentered. 
Sien;; urban life began to be so complicated and disintegrated 
there has been no suoh focus of' its social life. For twenty 
years :people have: been gro~rigi _, towards the organization of 
the neighborhood. School houses have been used for night 
schools b.ut. that is in ha.rmmny wl th the idea that -:their :pur-
:pose is to serve those whf? have not been gradu,ated. 
Mr. Wm A. Wirt, ·the initiator of the idea. of the thor-
ough and economic use of the school buildings, in his Gary 
schools, ha~ added a great deal to the idea of SJ cial and 
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civic centers. The school house, according to Mr. Ward is 
the ~deal place for civic gatherings.l It is easily ac-
cessible and it gathers abo~t itseI~ the significance of 
co1mn~n 'obligation for the future generations. Mr. Ward 
further suggests that in ·the public em:ployment of civic 
seoreaaries the buildings can be ke:pt free from :partisan 
influence and all groups could have an equal right to their 
use, 
It seems to me that the school houses are very good 
pllcea for civic centers, not only because. they f~rniah a 
place where t1~e community may get together and discuss 
matters of community interest--- those on which a :public 
·a:pinion of a co:mmuni·ty may be fo·rmed --- but also because 
they furnish oonvenzilent :places for the meeting of grouJls 
which have interests larger than the conununity. Mr. Wa.rd 
suggests that the buildings may be used five nights a week 
for club, or group,. meetings and one night for.the entire 
oommunitymeeting. Such a :plan agrem thoroughly with our 
anal~sis of ~ublio mpinion and its formation. 
·In small cities and towns a school house may be large 
enough to aocomodate all the people of any one of the grou~s 
but in large cities it may be neoesaary to have a centrally 
located, specially constructed building for this ~urpoae. It 
is never necessary for a building large enough for all ofthe 
groups to meet at one time to be built. The city council 
is ·the place for the final forming of the :public o:pinion. 
1-"Social Cent~rs" :page 13. 
The council is made up, as has been su~gasted, of men who 
,·';r' 
are eleoted as leaders from the grou~a and represent the 
group o.:pinions. Re~resentative government is necessary · 
in the great majori~y of cases, if not all cases, in large 
communities and a council made u:p of men who are responsible 
far grou:p o:pinions is the oib.ly truly rel)reaenta tive body. 
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By ~roviding· free lectures, accom~anied by free illus-
tra·ting plhctures, on subjects of municip~l interests:,·. and by 
allowing open discussion after these l.eoturetq·u.by providing free 
recreation, w~ere :people ma.y learn -to work together by learning 
to :play togeth
11
er; and by }?rovidi;cg a com:muni ty home where neigh-. 1 
bars~ meet, get acquainted, and discuss matters of common 
interest, the city is adding just the machinery in the form of 
a oi vie center, which is necessary to a. ·thoruugh working of 
<rgd.nized :public OJ>inion- democracy.-. 
I wish, now, to summarize this paper in a :plan of govern-
ment which follows the :princi:ple s of :public opinion.:..;ind ex:press-
ion which I have laid down. 
In the first :place, provision shoihld be made such as the 
civic center, for groups to get together, exchange views, form 
opinions and settle on leaders who will represent these opi~ions. 
In the second :plevce, :proYision should be made in theelect-· 
. ' 
oral machinery for the just and ec1ui table selection of these 
leaders in pro:portion to the size of the groups represented, to 
the uity council, or represe~tative chamber. We suggest the 
Hare system of proportional re::Preaenta.tion.To 'these men must he 
left ·the 
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coordinating of all group o:pinions and thegeneral direction 
of all city affairs. To insure the just and ~ro~ortional 
representation in this council,. its size is of great im:port...;· · 
anoe. 'It should no·t be t·oo, small, for them all of the groups 
could not· be re_present.ed; and it should not be too large, for 
then free and informal dis·cusaions are difficult. The 
English Privy council stait3d out with e .. veyuama.ll advisory 
body. of only a few members, but as it. grew in size, after it 
reached twenty-five or thirty members, it became more and 
more· unwiheldy._ The cabinet, an ;. inner circle of this larger 
body, with onl~ a few memb era 'was formed. · The cabinet has 
now g1,o~n to the number of twenty-two and there is now serious 
discussion as to the advisability .of forming a secqncl inner 
circle of three or five members within in this inner circle! 
It is found that deliberation may be ex:pedi tiously oa.rried on 
in a body anywhere from three to fifteen members in size. In 
eaoh ai.ty, this problem must be settled se~erately, depemding 
upon the numbe~ of groups present and their prIJortional size. 
Ashtabula has seven whiah seems a very good size both for a 
pro~ortional representation of the groups and for ex~edition 
of business. 
As far as I can·aaaentein there are no atatistnos as 
to the oom:parative size of different grou:ps in Ainerioan cities. 
Groups vary very greatly in. number and size in different m. ties. 
no scientific average oan be found for all. ·But in nearly all 
cities of any considerable size there are four, divided as to 
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the :primary interest-- OCOUIJations~ first, unskilled ·labor, 
second, skilled. labor, third, the :pro~essions, and fourth, the 
businesses. There are ,of course, sma.ller di visi_ons, but they 
can be m6atly classified ~s subordinates to one of these groups. 
In some cities; such as Pittsburg, the great bulk of the populat-
ion belong to the first and second groups while in other cities, 
such as Wichita and many other western ci.ties the :r>ro:Portion of' 
unskilled.labor th. the rest of the :popula.tionia very small. 
The business and :professional gro,u.:ps are q_ui·te large.. So· where . . 
oneor the other.intere~t .greatly 1Jredominates, the size of the 
. . 
re:presentati:ve· body ·must vary in order to be ra:presentati ve, 
• ' ~I 
Thi.s body onee. ohose.n our attention must turn to .the 
plan of its operation~ In the first :place, the men on this 
oouncil need not give all their attention to the work, since thej1 
deal only with matters of general ~olicy and need not be paid 
large saleries but th~¥ shoul·d be· given oom:pensation, commen-
carate with the.amount of time and energy spent ·in t~e work. 
In the second :pl_ace, they sh~~ld hire a manager, or s:peoially 
t1.,a.ined ex.Pert to look after the details of tl}e .mty work, and 
i:erform the specific execution of the measures inacted by the 
CD uncil. ~:e: is a res:ponsib.le, .head of the Povernm<ant and should 
select all his own subo'rdina:tes, _and rem.in in office. as lone as 
his efficiency commends him.. He is res:ponsible to the crf uncil 
directly for the general carrying out of their dir~ctions and 
indirectly to th~ different councillors, and to the different 
groups ftor his apeoi~ic actions. He is selected for his abil-
it y a.lone, and no residence requirements are made. IfI he should 
in the judgement of the counc:El, :Prove unsatisfactory, he may 
be dismissed. The Dayton charter :provides for a recall by the· 
~eople but this allows an opportunity for the council to shift 
~espo~sibility- a very bad ~eature. Most charters re~uire that 
the manager i.,emain in office five months before he may be dis-
missed, except in extreme instances of dishonesty of incom~et-
a:ucy. The success of ril man's wo-rk in a. large ci ..l0y cannot be 
judged in less time. In case the manager is dismissed, as he 
thinks, unjustly, ha has the right to an ap~eal to the electorate 
by an ex:plana.tion of the question at issue. So far there has l.·e8 
b~en no troum.:1e a(long this line that had attracked any attention 
If. a manager is. doing_· goo.d work and followa the d;Lotates of the oi 
council as he sho~ld~ t,here would be no occasion for his d.ismiss-
al. If he is not he should be sununarily dismissed. In either 
case, the council, directly responsible to the separate _groups, 
would.feel the weight of public dia~leasure so strorgly in case 
·they were unjust in their action towards the manager, that the 
manager would either be returned, or a re:peti tion of ·the o·ffenoe 
made impossible. 
So far we have been tracing the will of the.people as 
initiatmd by the people but not all legislative ~ction can 
origina.~e with the :peo:ple. · Some, of necessi·ty must originate 
with the executive officers, th~y a.re the ones-who see the ne-
cessity for the many measures most keenly. To allow the ex-
eoutive, no matter how com~etant he ia,full rein in adopting 
these measures, however, would virtuall:)r make him a dictator. 
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~o require all measures to be initiated by the IJUblic would 
criple the administration. Some means of allowing the exeoutive 
the O:P:P!?1rtunity of initiating the measures need and of checking 
.them up by public opinion.is necessary, A glance at our graph 
will show that in ·the IJrO:POsed :plan we have machinery to acoom-
I>lish the needed ste:p in city government. Any departmental 
head may suggest measures to the chief executive, the manage!) 
who may lay the matter beforethe council, · The member of the 
council representing the grou:ps o:pinion on the subject can .. 
easily check it u:p and see it it is in accord wdth the sentiment 
.. of his 'constituency. . If it is, he may re1l0rt it t~ the execut9: 
11 ' 
ive or the council and ·the measure will be allowed. If it is 
-~ontrary to cthe.I>01icies of the grOUJ_} the matter may be laid 
befd're the council and either amended to meet the demands of 
both the executive and the group, or it may aim:ply be voted 
down. At any i-ia.te the executive has means of knowing the IJO-
ular mind on the .subj eot and getting things done in .. an ex.:pedi t-
ious manner. 
As an exam:ple of this proceedure, sup:poae the head of the 
education de~artment seea the need of the junior.college in his 
school :plan. He may explain ~he matter to the manager who may 
go in :person to the counal.l taking the au~erintenderit of eduoa-
tion with him if he desires. There he may lay the metter be-
fore the counoil and get an immediate action on the subject. 
If ,the rounoilora·were uncertain as to the feeling of their con-
stituencies on the subject, it would be easily possible for 
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. centers and there get the grou].) o:pini on of each. The 
.councilors then would ~eturn to the council and check up ths · 
different group o~inions and.have a reasonable basis for act-
ion. The same ~roaeedure would work for any subject •. This 
would insure an interested po~ulace for the people would feel 
that they were having a definite part in the administratmon of 
· affairs. In many oases it might not be necessary to call the 
group meetings, for if the councilors felt that they knew the 
group eentinien t they could a.c·t immediately. In another case 
where the matter would not be one of interest to the whole.yo~~ 
ulaoe but only tq Gne group the opinion of the councilors re-
presenting that grou:p. ooul·i rule. Anyway one· would wish to take 
it he would ·have the executive on an·:_ efficient basis. 
When we get a government, based,suoh as the one jus-t pro-
posed is, on the working principals of public opinion-- the 
real dynamic :power of democracy-- then we may:~hope for a meas-
ure of good government. But no matter how perfect the machinery 
may be . 
of any plan,not so grounded/no real government of the pe9ple 
may be ho:ped :for. It will not be f o rtp.contr!1ing. 
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